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N. EDWARD Hi PURYEAR
CHOSEN JUDGE OF POLICE COURT
A R YEISER MADE THIS
SELLCTI0NS YESTERDAY,
ND NEW YDOE It
1..110.•
ONE
IN CHARGE.
17
1
PADUCAH'S ;
. MOST LEARNED LAWYERS
Appointment Meets With the Ap-
proval of the Entire Community,
Judging From Ex-
pressions.
Hon. Edward a Puryear, ‘he well
known attorney of this city, Was yes-
terday appointed by Mayor Yeiser
as city police judge; to fill the
vacancy created on the bench by the
-death of Judge David L. Sunders
.Sunday afternoon. Mr. Puryear will
qualify this morning by taking the
osth of office, .and at 9 o'clock then
conduct his first session of the court.
The appointment meets with • the
unanimous approval of everybody, as
they realize the eminent deceased is
succeeded by a worthy and very cons:,
isetent man who can well discharge
the duties of the office in every re-
spect. The selection she lest
office within the party, aa Mr. Pur-
year has always been a staunch
Democrat, strong supporter of the
earty principles, and what is best,
_ man of deep and upright convictions
, from which he never rwervee When
• ‘, convinced be is in the :ight. This ;s
the kMd of a man required to oc-
cupy the bench, from which unpreju-
-dic;a1 and legal justice has to be
d6Tensed.
.5.ttorney Puryear entered the
ctice of law about fourteen years
go and has built up quite a hand-
some patronage, while his abstract
business is regarded as the largest
and most important in this section of
the state. While he has made a
specialty of commercial practice he
Is well versed in the criminal code,
.also, and can discharge the duties of
the bench with credit and distinc-
tion, backed up with an excellent
knowledge of the statutes.
Although always taking an active
interest in politics it was not until
several years ago that Mr.- Parystir
entered a race for public office, when
he defeated many candidates in the
Democratic primary for the party
nomination for city solicitor. At the
ensuing general election he was
chosen by one of the handsomest
majorities ever accorded any Pada-
eah gentleman. For nearly two
• WITH BURGLARY
BEN HILL, or WII"IGO, BE
TAKEN BACK THERE THIS
MORNING FOR TRIAL.
----4
ACCUSED OF BilEAKINO
INTO M'NEELEY'S STORE
POLICE COMMISSIONERS HELD
SHORT SESSION BUT
THERE WAS NOTHING
TRANSACTED.
County Attorney Alben Barkley Xas
Not Yet Decided What Hi Vd1,01
Do About Park Running Wide
Open Sunday.
Ben Hill, a well known young man
of Wingo, Ky., was arrested here last
evening and locked up until this
morning, when he will be taken back
to that neighboring city to stand
trial of the charge of breaking into
the mercantile establishment of M. J.
McVeely of Wingo Sunday night.
He was followed here by City Mar-
shal W. D. Jackson of Wingo who
found the young man at Fourth and
Broadway last evening about 8
o'clock, and had officers Johnson and
Rogers to arrest him.
Hill claims that he did not enter
the place. He is about .22 years of
age and comes of a well known
Wingo family that has relatives in
this city. His father is dead and the
boy has been following the trade of
a carpenter.
Marshal Jackson says :hat Sunday
night someone smashed in the win-
dow of the McVeely establishment
and enterfing, stole $25 from a box
into which it had been put and hid
on a shelf. Hill was in the place
when the proprietor hid the money.
Yesterday morning at 6 o'clock Hill
left Wingo and came to Mayfield and
on to Paducah at noon. Last night
Marshal Jackson aame in and spotted
Hill on Fourth and Broadway
dressed in a neat suit of clothing,
years be discharged the duties of that jaunty yachting cap and patent
enblic trust with credit, his work leather shoes. The marshal told Hill
being to advise the city autttotities he had a warrant charging hint with
upon everything of a ?eget nature housebreaking. Without asking the
pertaining to the municipality. His. circumstances, Hill replied he did not
successful record stands as a mono- enter the place. Jackson asked how
anent to his ability. His prItate:much money he had on, and Hill at
t.ractice engaged so much of hit that stated $t, but finally said he
tame, though, that he resigned the had $1.50. On being searched $17
solicitorship last August and was sue- was found, and he claimed he hail
ceeded by Attorney James Campbell,' won it on the horse races at May-
Jr. Ifield. The marshal then had him
By this selection of the • mayor, arrested and he will be carried back
Judge Puryear will serve under the this morning,
appointment until the general elec-1 The young man is related to sev-
tion next November, when the eral well known Padacah families,people at the polls will namc the one cnd has many friends here where h.:
who shall fill out the remainder ,4, hat often visited.
Judge Sander's four yea" terCrnotilibb.;
etprted the first of this., ear.. Thls::
theanS that frIddire Puryear runs for i
the place next fall and is elected to
tu.rd tiiriiaetffor
portion, he, remains on the bench un-
til January, 1910. As the honor came
to him unexpectedly, it is not known
whether he will be a candidate after
Ailing out the appointed timt for
which he is . chosen.
A •number of others were spoken
of yesterday in connection, with the
place, but realizing that Attorney
Puryear is of that fearless, unpreju-
diced and just calibre, and who will
'dispense justice as the law demands,
the Mayor quickly made the selec-
tion and the honored gentleman
takes the bench this morning.
Mr. Puryear stated fast evening
that he would continue his private
office on the sec,ond floor of The
Register building, but maintain office
hours in the regular judge's office in,
the City Hall.
The mayor will
new judge's name
barn, to the latter
ntiasion that will
year.
Police. Commissioners.
The olice commissioners met 'last 
e vening. at t e city ball general as-
sembly chamber, but there _being
nothing before them to do: they im-
Ftedately adjourned. They did not
take tip the elcation of the engineer
to have charge of the, fire department
Mn engine .su ghe Fourth and
Elizabeth street branch stationhouse.
They fond they could not elect the
engineer right now, because the
president of the councilmanic board,
and also Mayor Yeiser, have all
failed to thus far sign the ordinance
fluidly adopted last week by the leg-
islative authorities creating the
engineer's office, and which ordinance
is not effective Until these nientfoned
officials have signed name.
'Phe qty. 9f Saelftirrah paeses oat of
she Telltrestaieti rivcr tomorrow night
hound back to St. Louie.
today, forward the
to Governor Beck- The City of Saltillo will leave
can issue the corn- Louis tOday and get here [Moderns
be sent Mr. Pur- night lake en route to the ensiessee
river.
KING OF RS REAPS
RIC' PARISI *OE CITY
•
Mr. Heskel Hughes Expired Suddenly La.st*vening, As
Result of Stroke of Apppplexy Oterestning 
Was One of Paducah's Best nown Gentlemen.
ELLUTROUS CAREER OF JUDGE SANDERS CLOSED
MRS. CATHERINE WAHL WENT TO HER REWARD. AFLER
LINGERING ILLNESS WITH INFIRMITEIS PRODUCED BY
ADVANCED AGE—MANAGER OF 0. L. GREGORY'S BRANCH
HOUSE AT BIRMINGHAM, ALA., COMMITTED SUICIDE SW4-
DAY—SSEVERAL OTHIE'R DEATHS.
Paducah will be shocked to learn
this morning that la eviening about
to o'clock; Mw. •Hasklei Hughes passed
away statdenly with a stroke 'of apo-
plexy that overcome him while near
Ninth and Broadway. He was one
of the best known men of this city
and his uneerpected death w II come
as a sad blow to the entire commun-
ity,
die was stricken about 9 o'clock,
and friers& with him immediately
atimanoned Dr. J. G. Brooki, and Dr.
Jeff Robertson, but tfbey found him
in a dying condition and beyond, hu-
man aid. He rapidly grew worse
until claimed by the grin reaper
Immediately after death the re-maim
were moved to his home. 613 Broad-
way.
Hughes was brim sixty-one
years ago in Louisville, Ky., but when
a young marriraved to this city with
his parents. the late Ms. and Mrs.
Samuel B. Hughes, during life prom,-
tient residents o•f West Kentucky.
The deceased was a very wealthy
man, and for years has lead the
caner of a retired capitalist. He re-
mained a bachelor all his life. resid-
ing with his brothers and sisters at
the Hughes bonze-stead on Broadway
near Sixth, one of the most stately
homes iro this section of the country.
There was never a more whole-
souled or affable gentierrewn ;it this
city than the deceased, as, despite his,
age he always "retained those jolts)
and beiges traits that made the byes
of dinar ivurrounding him one of oun-I
shine and happiness. He wa. well;
liked by all Paduca hones who found'
in him a man of unusual friendly and'
engaging traits that made friends of
all.
The deceased was one of the best
known gun club men in this state,
being *busy* a leading factor in the
many events given by the local org-
anization, that never considered any-
thing complete witerout his aid.
The .ieceesed is survived by four
brothers and two sisters; President
Samuel Hughes of the City National
bank. Cashier William Hughes of the
Paducah Banking Company, Mr.
Genrge Hughes, the real estate &ai-
m all of this city, an Mr. Hunter
II whets of Cali fen/tea. His is eters
are Mrs. Anna G. Morrow of this
city and Mrs. Dixon Watts of New
Voric city.
The hour for the funeral services
has not yet been set.
JUDGE DAVID L. SANDERS.
One of this city's most prominent
and highly respected men passed to
his reward above Sunday afternoon
at 5 o'clock, when the last of this
life was breathed by Judge David
Lilliard Sanders, at his residence in
the Cochran flats on Ninth and Mon-
roe streets. Information of his dis-
.•
solution spread rapidly over the city
and, from all aides could he beard
comments of lamentation as very
seldom Wow a man to his grave. It
seemed that a pall fell over the city,
and deep was the grief that became
seated in the bosoms of ail, Who felt
they had loot one whose drawees of
heart was never before surpassed.
III For Months.
For the past year Judge Sanders
has been in declining health, and al-
though quite feeble and weak at
times, he managed to keep at his
office and upon the streets. He was
a victim of Bright's disease, and al-
though several months )tgo the
Louisville specialists pronounced his
case a hopeless one, hit,. strong con-
stitution combatted the ailment to
the extent that he was rendered bed-
fast only a week or two at a time,
vfien his recuperative ability per-
mitted of his again mounting the
police court bench, where he con-
enuediat his duties. • .11s
weakened condition became such
about ten days ago that he was
forced to his bed, where he grad;
ually grew worse, and early Sunday
morning it was seen the end was not
far distant. He began rapidly sink-
ing andsat the late hour in the after-
noon passed across the river from
whence no traveler returns.
Born in Srnithhind.
David Lilliard Sanders was born
October 90, 1g4o in Stnithland,
Livingstili•Wunty, his parents being
Dr. David Sanders and Mrs. Jane
Lilliard Sanders. When a young man
he entered school under Rev. J. T.
Hendricks, founder of the Presbyter-
ian church in this city, and gradu-
ating from that course later, attended
St. Vincent., college in Cape Girar-
deau, Mo., and afterwards the St.
Joseph college at Bardstown, Ky. He
was valedictorian of his graduating
class, which was for the year of t86n,
when he was just twenty years of
age he quitted his scholastic career
v.ith unusual honors ,
After quitting college the deceased
entered the study of law under the
late Judge Caswell Bennett. who dur-
ing life was the chief justice of the sti-
p' eme court for ths state of Ken-
tuciey. Reed fnng mirth able instruc-
tion, it is natural that Judge Sanders
was trained with a shrewdnese, for
legal lore that endowed him with a
vast knowledge of law, as evidenced
by his important decisions during his
long and able career upon the police
court bench.
Admitted to the Bar.
Three years after college gradua-
tion, he was admitted to the bar and
had practiced ever since in this city,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Clarence Ingram, Paducah Boy,'
Arrest- on—Dii-eifion Charge 
. 'Sunday Constable A. C. Shelton of •
this city. arrested Clarence II:grain,
who is now in the county jail where
he will be kept until • the United
States army authorities send for him
when, he will then. be taken; to Leav-
enworth. Kansan, and; tried on the
charge of desentiom The young man
resides in thrte city, and on ;being
taken charge of by the constible, was
turned over to .Sergeant Mike, who
has charge of the local r ruitiog
office. The sergeant conskt d the
young trawl* jail until he is tried
sway.
Ingram eoliated in the army this /
city during Octoberi 1903. a WC
only ten nienvais service, ed
while elatferned at Fort
Minn. He left that camip Auto ta,"
mina, and coming to his hone re
011',
has' retrained ever since.
The young mise has been ing
on the ice wagons for the G ge
'W. Robertson firm. and Sunday was
takieu from the wagon by the con-
stable who put 'him, in the hands of
Blake.
wean's ac knoledge to desert ire;
the service, saying he got tired of
that kind of life.
Sergeant Blake yesterday sent no-
tice of the arrest to Lieutenant Wil-
liam Read NN1110 bias charge of ale re-
cruiting office at Evansville,'
and under jurOdiction of whit)* office
this sergeant works here. The lien-
tenant notifies the 'regular army post
Officials at Ft Thomas, Ky., and an
officer will be sent here for Inerrant,
who will he taken to Leavenworth
Kan., foe trial of the desertion
enlarge.
III* is, tt member of Callosity "D"
of the Twenty-first tegkreent of in-
fa ntrl,
Thirsoratable making the arreat
gets 'reward of $50 kar his' services,
DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEM
DECIDED ON BY COMMITTEE
IS JUSTICE
UNWRITTEN LAW IS EX-
PLAINED IN KENTUCKY
JURIST'S WRITTEN DE-
CISION.
THAW-WHITE CASE RECALLS
THE MERRITT-HARRIS AFFAIR
COURT DECIDED HUSBAND
HAD A RIHGT TO KILL
DESPOILER OF
HOME.
After Rendering Decision Judge
Faleocner, of Lexington Was
Applauded by Hundreds of
People in Courtroom.
Lexington, Ky., July 9.—The state-
ment coming from New York that
the attorneys for Harry Kendall
Thaw expect to base their defense
upon the "unwritten law" recalls the
murder here July to, 1897, of Thomas
H. Merritt by Jacob S. Harris. The
murder referred to was clearly pre-
meditated and the written decision
handed down by the trial judge lib-
erating Harris created a sensation
throughout the country, being harsh-
ly criticised and approved.
Harris' wife had become infatuated
with Merritt and he had employed
Iher in his office to have her nearhim. Harris had been told by his
I wife's sister that she was in love
I
with Merritt and he had set about to
watch her.
Surprises Couple in Park.
He followed Merritt and saw him
join Mrs. Harris in the park. He
watched them unobserved for some
time. When darkness began to cast
deep shadows under the trees Harris
crept up close to where his wife and
Merritt wtre !titling. He saw Mer-
ritt kiss her. He saw her sit in Mer-
ritt's lap and put her arms about his
neck.
Rising to his feet, he rushed upon
them and fired two shots at Merritt
without effect, Merritt having placed
the woman in front of him as :4
shield. Merritt then ran in the direc-
tion of the park entrance, pursued by
the enraged husband, who fired three
other shots and killed him.
Judge D. Gray Falcomer was city
judge. The case came before him
for examining trial. Alter hearing
the testimony Judge Falconer ren-
dered a decision acquitting Harris.
and he was applauded by the hun-
dred.; of people who crowded the
courtroom. The decision handed
down was written and is probably the
original "unwritten law" document of
the world.
Text of Court's Decision. .
After reviewing the evidence Judge
Falconer made in part the following
deduction and decision: "The defense
insists that under the evidence the
(Consintrod on Page Five 1
in.7.-77,-•-v. MEN ORDERED
TO HAVE ::TEICIR BIDS
IN BY NEXT
MONDAY.
MANR REPRESENTATIVES
APPEARED 'BEFORE BOARD
Additional Machinery Will Provide
for aoo Street Corner Arc
Lights For the
Present.
During the meeting yesterday
afternoon of the joint light com-
mittee for the councilmanie and
aldermanic boards, it was decided to
install at the city electric plant ma-
chinery of the "direct current" char-
acter in enlarging the powerhouse.
'I his decision was reached after the
city officials had heard expressions
from the six or seven representatives
sent here by the different electrical
supply houses from various sections
cf the country. Each of these repre-
sentatives, except one or two, recom-
mended that the ,direct current he
installed instead of the "alternating."
Those favoring the latter informed
the councilmen and aldermen that al-
though they preferred the alter-
nating, still the direct -current was
mighty good.
The committee met yesterday
afternoon at 3 o'clock in the gen-
eral assembly chamber, and remained
there until nearly 6 o'clock in the
afternoon, talking to the representa-
tives, one of whom at a time came
in and had the floor, wia.d.e the bal-
ance of the electrical agents re-
Vratned outside. 4
After hearing all they desired, and
entering into an exhaustive investiga-
tion of the different Methods, the
committee took a vote, and Bell.
Williamson and Palmer favored the
"direct current" system, while Bat.-
nett and Katterjohn favored the"
"alternating" system.
In making their decision the
officials instructed the electrical men
to have bids in by next Monday, so
they could be laid before that legis-
lative body, which meets that even-
ing. The idea is to install enough
electrical machinery to furnish 200
street corner arc lights at present,
but make provision so this can be
increased to 3oo lights by installation
of an additional dynamo. The
engines and boilers to be installed
will be of capacity sufficient to furn-
ish the power for the 3oo lights.
Until the electrical men all have
their bids in it cannot be estimated
what the cost of increasing the ;Slant
will be, but just as soon as the prop-
ositions are opened the legislative
boards will award the contracts, and
the enlargement started. The work
is done under supervision of the
board of works, which could not be
at the meeting yesterday on account
of attending Judge Sander's funeral..
The authorities will try to get
everything finished by late fall!, so
that lights will be at all the outlying
sections during the winter coming.
At present there are only 165 stree•
nights in the city, but immediatele
upon this new mechanism being in-
stalled this will be increased by
thirty-five light& 
45,000 Cotton Operatives
Get Advance in Wages
-
1•••••••••••••••••••••••
13;oston, July 9.—An advance of 5
per cent in wag'e's in cotton mills in
thirty or more cities, fiavins and: vii-
laget of Southern 'Maceitasetis and
Rhode island went into effeet today.
Aibouti 45,000 operativies are benefit-
ted. Since the inception of the up-
ward movement in mill wages early
in; thlei year, 165,000 textile operatives
in the New Etrigland Mates. have had
their pay advanced 5 to te per cent.
Of the total number t0000 work 'n
the cotton mills and 'about 55,000 in
the woolen and worsted. plants. All
the ;cotton mills in Fall river inencae-
ed wageie to per cent a week ago with
the excepitlinn of the Fall River Iron
Works MAlls, whiclls were. paying to
per taint more than the other fac-
tories. This brought the, weaving
schedules) to the hasyis which exinted
before the reduction of 1904, •
Today the Fall .River Iron Wurics
Mills which are conttolled.iby M. C.
Borden, of New York, made a ftis-
Sher advance which again plwess
wages in; Mr. Bordlenes mills nigher
than those paid its the other
The iron wOrles cotton mills cling:ploy
about 5 000 hands.
An advance of 5 per cent in wages
was made today in all the cloth mills
of New Bedford and in stmt. of the
yarn mills there. About t 5,000 hands
arid eartpinyed irt that city.
Practically every cotton mill in
Rhode Island and Mills elsewhere
controlled by Rhode Island interests
also gave the 5 per cent raise today
to their ss,000 employes.
1
• •
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•FATHER
SON PARDONED
SENT HP FOR MANOLALIGH-
TER—KILLED MAN THAT
SEDUCED DAUGHTER.
Gov. Co* Assigns as .His Reason for
Granting Freedom the Heinous
Character of the Offense.
Nashville, Tens., July O.
Jordon and son, W. W. Jordon, Jr.,
wide, Wilk year sentence, were par-
doned by Gov. !ox. These men are
froniethe Same county and were sent
to tho penitentiary convicted of mur-
der in lite second degree. They Vere
FRAUDS MUST
BE SIFTED
DECLARES JUDGE MULLINS OF
DENVER IN HIS
ORDER.
Pays Tribate to like Virerk of the
Honest Election League and 
Their harkes.Quotes 1
Denver, July 9.—Jeolge Mollies, in
Isis order today directing an investi-
gation of alleged frauds in the coun-
ty aid city goveramens, said:
"It having been bromght to the at-
teation of the cot ehrough the pub-
lic press and from neatly honored and
charged with killing Morris Duke respecte
d titizens of this city and
In granting the pardon, Gov. Cox coun
ty, that frauds of the gros
cites tke following facts in coneeic-, 
character were perpetrated at he
boo veith—lhis case: 
_recent electioo, held  in this and
"Duke was charged with havit
county for the election of city offi-vg
seduced, under promise of marriage, 
cere and the submission of corestin
the 10-sear-old daughter of
g. franchises to the vote of the peopleD.
Jordan Duke had been taken into 
at said election, ike court has &stu-
d it imperative to call a grand jury.
the Jordon home and treated like aThe. iatiter I "From the information the court
merethee of the family. has received, it has been determiieff
and see tried to make Duke keep his.
'that such grand jury shall investigate
promise, and on the day of the kilt- 1-t1e officers and office of elle Visteiet
tng they again tried to induce hein to la ttorney within and for the second
keep his promise, whereupon Duke, j1, udicial district, the sheriff, coroner,
who was riding horseback, rushed his treasurer and assessor and their of-
horse 84 W. W. Jordon, 
al the 
al I flee in connection with said elecribn
time placing his hand behind hi3
back Jordon thereupon shot D. a311:- 
'frauds." The order contimees:
and killed Duke. The trouble had I "It is further brdeglop fe the attee
preyed upon mind of re. S. Jordon 'teen of the court, that these of
ficers,
and hie was scarcely responsible los together with certain city 
officers,
his act." catered into and wee. he 
collusiro
protect violators of the election laws
in the aioresaid election."
Before calling' the grand jury Judge
,Mullins reviewed the proceedings in
his court in the eetition of the league
Property Owners. for honest elections, for the appoint-
ment of a grand jury to investigate
'Sheriff John Ogilvie and his office alleged franchise frauds at the 'city
force have commenced collecting elections, and for the removal of the
sheriff, coroner and district attorney.
He said:
"The showing of the honest elec-
tion league was such as to warrant
the court in finding that the grossest
frauds were somme.ted on election
day of May 15 last; that a bold and
brazen attempt was .ade to steal the
election, and en bile face of the re-
turns succeeded by debauching of 1h--
ballot boxes and the corruption of
public officials in stealing valuable
assets ef the community; that public
efficials charged with the ferreting
out of crime and the punshment of
the criminals were either parties to
this outrage or were so negligent in
the discharge of their duties as to
The Register. to cents per week. make them particeps criminis."
COLLECTING TAKES.
Sheri,' Ogilvie Has Commencel
ceipting
taxes due from the property owners
for county and state tax purposes.
and will be busily engaged at this
task for the next few months. Al-
ready a number of people have paid
the amounts due from them, while
the books have been finished for all
the property owners who can sow
liquidate whenever they. desire.
boo House.
Nfechenicsburg near mills. Rents
tOo per year. Good Investment.
Cash. eo foot lot.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Fraternity Building. Both Phones
835.
Dorothy Dix on Thaw's Tragedy
N. After the last story has been told
of the revels in the stiedio in Madi-
son Square Garden, writes Dorothy
D's in the Chicago Examiner, after
the last gossip has been whispered
about the beautiful chorus girl who
married a millionaire, after the last
theory has been advanced for the
murder of White by. Thaw. there will
come to the surface a better moral
of the most sensational incident that
has happened in society for a decade.
It is, after all, the thing in the
whole affair that matters most to you
and me, the golden youth and gilded
youth, who imitate vices of men and
women, weaknesses of men with
money to burn. And it matters most
of all to the thousands and thous-
ands of foolish young girls all ovee
the country who despise ,the safe,
narrow life of their humble villagei
and read enviously of the gowns, the
jewels and the equipages of the Eve-
lyn Nesbits, whose pictures adorn
1::e ;::ustraied papers and magazines,
and whose beauty has brought them
a peck transition from poverty to
opulence that outdoes the magic
wood of Citedierella's godmother. And
the moral of ths tragedy that has
shocked and horrfied the world is
the old.old lesson that was true of
humanity thousands of years ago.
that is true now and will be immu-
tably true thousands of generations
hence, that "As a man sows, so shall
he reap," and again, 'Ile wages of
sin is death."
Newer 111
showing the slightest effect. After a
night of revel and debauchery thee
laeted t tl the ,honned dawn peeped in
between the drawn blinds of his
aerial studio he would appear at his
;office. two or three hours lee e, ;14
fresh, as clear headed and as ex-
quisitely sensitive to every suscepti-
bility of beauty in the work he was
dirOlg as if L.. 'had eaten bread and
milk for supper and gone to sleep at
o o'clock.
Sadder than any physical death
was the blighting of the fame that
he had won, the turning of the name
that 11;0 fellowmen had delighted to
honor to a byword and a kissing in
the mouths of all decent people. I'
onelhalf of the seories told about
Stanford White are true—if he was
the libertine he was described, who
had no pity for the weakness and the
follies of girlhood, no respect for the
sancity of home—then the death that
he died, shot down like a dog. was
1..s
Fate gave Stanford White a longer
credit before it began auditing its ac-
counts, with him than it did Harry
Thaw. Harry Thaw is 'only thirty
years old. It is very young to begin
reaping in the field where he has
sown, but he began to scatter his
wild oats crop when he was still a
lad in knickerbockers. Wherefore
his crop matured early.
Thaw's Environment.
Circumstances and environment did
their best for fitting him for his task.
C PROUR OF' CLOTHES.
Conine That Is Very much Dis-
tressed iiThen Deprived of
Coeseot Aggerei.
There is a deg in Augusta who
dresses just like a roan, wearing the
regaelatien coat, vest, cellar and soavat
and is very proud of his apparel, seem-
ingly, being very much distressed and
ashamed whenever his busy master
does not have time to rig him up in
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
Chronicle.
"If there are an who are "from
Missonri," they may be satisfied by
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis
street, nee, the city hall, where they
can be introduced to him by his mas-
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of
the smithy,
He wears them with a conscious dig-
nity and is hugely delighted when any-
one stops to notice his attire and com-
ment thereon. He will gaze intently
at each speeker and japously wag his
tall when complimented upon his op-
pearanee.
It is not known what whim indueed
the blacksmith to thus clothe his ca-
nine pet "In all points bite as we are."
But he_ oartainix_ devised the Ao_a's
dress moat ingeniously. No detail is
wanang. The cot ef his coat is after
the latest mote—has pockets, too—
the collar is nioely laundered and the
cravat is tied with correct smartness.
The first thing in the morning he
mast be properly dressed, or else be
whines piteously. After he has been
clothed according to ale usual custom
his joy knows no bounds, and he dio
plays his pleasure with much bark-
ing and wagging of his tai.. He has
the utmost contempt for the host of
naked dogs who roam about the street
and abootutely relasaa fo associate
with theta, rneoltsutiag a spirit of out-
raged indagnation at their iromod
Ohty.
"PAGAN' TOWN IN ENGLAND
V51age of 1,700 Peopie Who Sean
to Have Gone Spiritually
to Sleep.
"Pagan Hook" is the name now en-
joyed by the quiet little village of
Hook, which is situated some three
tellies from Kingston-oa-Thames.
Sc' loge in. Indifference is this village
that Me vtiar, title litter. W. M. Dug-
welt, has thrown ttp the cure of the
parish in despair, lava a recent Lon-
don report.
"I have worked hard here for nearly
three years,'" •satel the 'attar. in an in-
terview. "and it seeaos largely in vain.
I have spoken to the peogle personelle
and have implored them to come to
church, but they will not do it.
"No effort, either spiritual or ma-
terial, no concert, whether high-clars
or extremels 'popular,' au branch of
ellorch aetivity. ibat I have been able
to devise or carry on wUl induce the
people of Hook to came to church.
"There is a population of 1,7011 peo-
ple, but many of them absolutely re-
fuse' to attend church. in face only
200 out of the 1700 have attended
church, and some of these even are not
Hook people.
"The fact is that the village is spir-
itually asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist places of worship, nor do
they go golfing or motoring. They
have simply gone to sleep and they de
not give a thought to spiritual things."
The vicar has now departed for the
West Indies on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhah
itants of "Pagan Hook" are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
earnest entreaty to the reverend gen.
tleman to return to them.
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT.
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment Inside Out on
Ills Arm.
illnstration of this as is afforded bo
the two men and woman who form
the -triangle of this human drama,
le-iewed from the outside, the one
whose fate we have most cause to
deplore is Stanford White. He was
the most valuable to the world, be-
cause he had what the world needed
--genies. He gave to it beautiful
buildings and go added to the joy of
life.
Lavishly Endowed.
e addition he had all the persone:
grocer:- Ilr. had charm, wit, erudit-
ion, broad *Culture, humor, magnetism
fascination—every gift that nature
and fortune and circemsinnces could
shower upon a man. Body and brain
were stronger—far beyond the ordi-
nary. Ile could do incredible 'Amount
of work with incredibly little fatigue.
He seemed to he able to do without
sleep. He could drink 'enormoiie
Milintities, of in toxicants esethout
youngest child of a weak and doting
mother, steeped to the lips in all the
vulgarities of new riches and with
never a ckxrbt of the divine right of
millionaires to make moral laws to
please themselves.
For a' while he found that he could
settle his score with money. It paid
for the orgies in the Pittsburg ten-
derloin; it paid for his $5o,000 beauty
skinners in Park': it paid for the
plate glass windows that it pleased
him to walk through and the restau-
rant furniture that he enjoyed break-
ing up. Then suddenly his moiety-
ceased to be legal tender for things
he wanted; things that he craved
wish a burning desire, such as he had
never felt before in all his wild
money-choked life.
wanted above all, to blot out of
ble own and his wife's lives Stanford
—OS .
,noetted on Third Page.)
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NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED.
"Him" Was No Dago Degauss He Had
Some Uncles Who Wer,
.1,60Q1,
There might be room for Ligument
over the proposition that the trade or
profelission Makes the man; but in cer-
tain eases there could. be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex.
traction, saos Youth's Companion.
A woeker among the children ol
New York's shims was endeavoring to
get together a class of boys for the
singing teacher st her settlement
Happening upon a little boy hanging
about a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment werker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the class, asked hire II
he would not like -to join. The child
grinned ard seemed willing.
Then the lady espied another bot
still sthailer, whom she had not no-
t-owl -it first. He, too, was hanging
about the frlit stand, and evidently
belonged WftE the other.
"Oh, and your Mae friend there."
she said,, pleasantly, "wouldn't he Dike
to cotne and slag, too??
The first child:s coloring spoke In-
disputably of.ltaly, although his speech
' smacked- or the Bowery.--Ttre -smatter
boys %fair was alse'dark. When no
reply came to her question, the led!.
went on talking, trying to ingratiate
herself.
'Your friend is Milian, too?" she re
trarbed, iateracegatiselY.
At this the :kite Kaftan veered hare
M the lady, than broke iato !Meer
speech.
"HIM," he exclaimed, potitiog to Utz
smatter 'child. "him a dago?" Tiler
wino a derisive, laugh, "I guess nit'
W'y, kfm's it three uncles won
sopa!"
The precise and high-priced tallot
drew a chalk picture on the customer
who was ' trying on," relates the Prov
idence Journal, stuck three pins In
him and said:
"The most radical change in gar-
ments for gentlemen for winter wea-
this year will come in the fur-lInei
to-Pro:mt. We havo 1":" driecn to it
by a detachable fur collar which has
made its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permanent co:lar
of a $16 ready-mede topcoat in a way
that will puzzle an expert to detect its
on and off features. Of cour3e, that
kits the fur collar for the rich and
'dressy' gentleman who has a genuine
fur coat. We shall make the collar o:
the expensive coat of the same ma-
terial as the cloth of the coat, or of
velvet, cut a little wider than the col-
lar of the ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the
sleeves of the first-clam fur-lined coat
es season. They were  always sug-
gestive of the crushed tragedian-'
"How will people know that 'dressy'
one wealthy gentlemen have fur-lined
coats?" inquired the custodian, mix'
ouely.
"They will carry them Inside out on
their arms," replied the precise tailor.
Not the Clam.
Clam uiggers are predicting a cold
winter because the clams are burrow-
' ing deep., Just wry a clam should be
given credit- for Ipowing more about
the weather than human beings Is not
clear. Some anitnnle may be credited
with superior instinctive impressions—
but not a clam.—V'ashington Star.
Exchange ce Confidences.
Husband (during the honeymoon)—
I was awfully nervous when I pro
posed to you. I was afraid you
wouldn't accept me.
Wife—And I was awfully nervous
for weeks before Yen proposed. I war
afraid you wouldn't.—Sphere.
b.
S+1E OWNED A PIANO.
But Peisseission of It Did Not Weigh
Agukist Her Chances
for Relief.
A little girl at a recent Christmas
entertainment in one of the eollege set
tlements talked grandly to visitors
about "our piano." Pieces played on
the piano to amuse the children evl
dently brought the subject to her
mind, relates the New York Sun.
Oae very practical WOM411 who con
tribotes ninth to the sapeort of Oa
settlement heard the child's re narks
"It seems to me," elle said, rather
cessorioeske to the head wozker, "that
a child *hose family owns a plan/
Isn't really suffering for need of help
There are plenty who are really is
need. and I don't 'think it right tc
exclude then is favor of one who
owns a piano."
Seeking out the cheld, the bead
worker queetioatel her closely.
"BM you say you had a piano at
your house?" she asked
"Yes, Inleed," responded the child.
cheerfully.
"Ls It yoors or your mother's?"
"It'3 mine; Santa Claus brought it
to me Ivo year."
Light began to dawn on the settle
meat worker's brain.
"Mid how large is your elano—es
big as thee?" pointing to tie upright
In the r000.
"Oh, ne. mine ie a I -en*" weents
tilt of a ene, filet abort so ! „eh," and
the little girl leaned down rend mess
need a distance of 12 en S Inehes
from tee. floor.
It ft:rued out to be a eh? I's piano
presented by the settlement itLelf s
year previously.
TOWN SAVED BY i OREST.
Tlere Have Been Inatonece Wbereit-
Planting of Trees Has Done
the Work.
Baby forests are some of Uncle
Sam's pets. Successful forest plantInt.
has been done for name time in Nebres
ka, and now a new nursery Is beim
pkinted in California near :ants Bar
barn. Seeds o: trees suited !O the el
met. there will be grown and In atm
two years the seedlings will be ready
to be trans,rlanted to their permanen
locations. The upper water shed o'
the Santa Ynez river now is qutte ba-e
or sparsely covered eeth chaparral
This is the rhed which eupplie..
the town of Santa Harbors with wittr!r
And it Will be the first scene of atter.-
at reforesting. Good ferest growth
essentiel both to preserve the wate,
and to avoid the washing down of a:i
If unchecked this would ruin the r. s
ervoir. The enterrriee Is one phase
the national endeavor to Itduee .nd
conserve the rainfall as well as to tilt
tribute the resulting water by Inc int
gation work. Italian Irrigation has
bean termed the most economical in
utilizIng water supply, and the most
highly developed system of admin:e-
trative centrol. India's system is ssId
to illustrate examples of irrigation on
largest scale, and America's yieftia
the most rapid deeviopment.
Buffalo in New York.
New York city lies in its zoological
garden it herd of 85 bi3one, survivor,
of the herds that once trampled the
plainaJ Fifteen have been offered to
the united States government as a
gift. The plan is to put them in the
Wic ta Forest reserve. !Miens do not
thy e in a city perk, but the govern-
m t herds nearer to a wiid state are
easing. The American JAW° may
saved from extinction, after all.
In the C:owded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about Mr
Ascii when he rides," raid the
rcey girl, "he bounces up and down
his Peat—"
"Huh!" interrueted the observant
tiel. "whenever I see him riding he
re bounces dowe 113 his seat and
ii lee heoind aewspaper."—Phfle
elphia Frees.
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'Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's'
Time which ir your time.
Underwood Typewriter 04
541 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
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M attil, Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
1:.:0 E. 1E1ED EIREFT; PADUCAH,
tEial?'''
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ii. ALL IT Vilki COSTIY
, • ., 1, .1 tetr btt I ItEllt. 1111CYCi..a. argbd
I. ; ( .1'ti$L61:4: T71^3:4"1:si,ItTY Illite: CI: lateI i:
1;ELOW any Doerr tee aufacturer or dealer in the world.
DO NOT sur A BICYCLE'
or toe env teem, until yen have received mar complete rem I.
knimsce delwritang every kind of high-giade •12.1 lowbicve.,., old pui.etns and Latest medals, and learn of our remark •ble
IV/tit:EA and wocidatful mow otters ade possible by selliug Ito= fact
direet to rider with no middlemen a profits.
WE IMP ON MIFON.V4L rrelaruf a ono etyaase. rvv the %ten
allow 10 Days Tree Trial and make other liberal tc.. whit .)
house in the world will do. You will :ears everything ant cet muck wails
able informative by simply writing us • postal.
We need • Maim Noma in every town and can oiler an cr, partisan)
to make mosey to imitable rising earn who art.:, at once.
8. 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N "
To Introduce) .80 ....._ •. ,.$4880P -.17a i
We Will Soil 
- , e4 ..
Pak, lb's Only 
• • 'r . Al '1You a Sain,pita 
ilegfilneitili. TACLREST
OR GLASe
(CASH W il it WIDER 111"e.grtli/HE All . ..r•• I
NO MORE TRO'JBLE FROM PUNCTURES. 1 - i
Result 01 13 years cnperience in tire /
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tine.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs wow In salami ow Over piiike-110FT.
twenty-flee fecund pairs sold last year. WY ILLSILELL 
0 amil
. )
1 1 , Made in all Ares. Ills lively and easy riding, very durable and lined lauds
vrith • I quality of rubber. wIgkh never becomes porous and which elates up small puncture*
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied asstonsers statig
that their tires have only been pumped up oisce or twice in • Whole season. They weigh no more then
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities bring gives by several layers of thin, opecially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding en nspbAli
or son roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the rood thus overcoming all suction. The regular prim or these.
tires is 111150 per pair, but for advertising purposive we are making. ecial factory price to the rider'
of only ja.Ro per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received We ship C.O.D. on 'proem.
You do not pay • cent until you have easmined and found them strictly a• ted.
We will allow • oasis dleasunt of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 64.8 per pair) if you send
FULL CASH WITH ORDE11, and enclose this advertisement. We will aloe send one nickel
plated braes hand pump and i oci !lampoon metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to be used in ease of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if for an-7 reason , hey are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliatte and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmattee,
Ranker, Express or Fritiaght Agent or the /iditor of this paper about us. It you order a pair el
these tires, you will find that thou will ride easier run faster, wear better, last longer awl loot
S than any tire you have ever tiled or sees at any price. We know that you will be m well p.essed
that when you want • bicycle you will give us your outer. We want you to send us • small trW
order at once, hence this remarkable tire ogee.bailt-up-warsaikk saddles. matIolfii _Parts erg! repaild00ASITOINBRAKES, everything in the bicycle line are sold hy us at ham th
prices charged by dealers and repair sea. Write for our big SUNDRY catalme.
)e?deNOT WAIT bicycle ut write auspaairPocrtiiirftury. anDOyoruTntr:1 know°WttretrYn 1242.$rful oilers we are making. It only costs • postal to learn everything. Write It NOW. ,
Re• tar Prieto t
*0.50 r pair. v
MAW, MN WA slobber tread
',IV* awl pesellwire elrlp4 .10"
and "Ds" also BYE iplrfp "Mr
I. primers Oa waft. TIld•
ties wMI gratioat m
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept. L" C IC AIL 11.4
GUY NANCE,
Manages.
M. NANCZ,
Krebaln3ec.
- -GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE A MBU LANCE
for Sick an 1 Injured Or•le•
axe SOUTH T It I le') STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT, 01,D PHONE 69e.
NEW PHONE 334- PA1UCAH. KY. 9
Paducah Transfer Company,
(Incur porated.?
General Cartage-Business
Superior Facilitiesifor Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd ana monroe
-Trid-tiousehold Both: tlirirrir
P. D. Fitzpatrick,:Supt.
•4.11M.
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AE S WIN
ALDERMEN FI
HE QUESTION WILL BE FIN.. THIRD
ALLY DISPOSED OF
TONII-IGT.
PTION FOR
W METHODIST
STREET METHODIST
CHURCH WILL GIVE AF-
hAlit Tenditeleitt) .
least of the Saloon License Will pe Today the 
Presbyterian
School of Thiel City Gives Picnic
et Almo—sMinieter Takes
Vacation.
Up Before the Upper Board
This Evening.
The aldermen meet this evening' in .
special session for the purpose of Rev. Peter Fields of the Tlhard
.considering the saloon licenses that street Methodist church did not kap-
are protested againsr by people of tize in the river Sunday afternoon the
tae .`"4:A.
It is hnderstood that the aldermen and the immersion wus 
postponea.
 --have Neel laid hefore them additional TiJe retie* were some of the 
con-
causes f r complaint regarding some verte made during the protr
a-ete
14:f the censes that were passed by narzoing whteh closed last Weebuts-
-itha. cott il last Friday but which day in the tent on Soutb 
ESIth street. Nelson Ellis, colored, chargel with
have n yet reached the aldermanic Tomorrow erening at the T
hrd
maliciously ehootng at Offioor Aaron • 
Truer-est llatedang
board. , It may be that some of #hr weal church there will be 
given the
renewals granted by the council will big reveiption comphinentar
y to the patrolman went to arrest Ellis; Arch Excursion Ruses V. trie Southern
not be given as favorable considera new •na-ine:eers acquired thr
ough the me„ __.
`tion by the aldermen. ' recent revival. Ale 
excellent pro- anta 
charged with a breach of the Raitway from Louisville.
peace; Al Winfrey, charged with rob-
Another large crowd of witnesses gramme is bting arrange
d, and dux- le .ne__ g a farm Ken-
and 
of a watch at the 
spectaturs will doubtless be on iete the evening refleee'ltmen u'ets will 
land, as has characterized every served. Ili 
promises to be quite a 
tuck' saloon on Second and Ken- Denver, Col.—$*29.25 July I s -z 5th
,._ lucky avenue; Will Hamilton, char- inclueive, return lienit August 20th.
session since the saloon proposition largely attended 
ami interesting at
Mir. Hu:mocker of Cali- g`ed witill beingdrunk' and 
disorderly; Diverse route returning. Stopcwer
.has come up. fair. Rev. Ernest Wrenn, charged with 
carrying ,privileges •
Yesterday many salooniets whose Wein, will
 &Over an address during concealed weapons; Dave Scruggs —
renewals have been issued appeared the inaeheeing• and 'J.atrees Bryant, charged 
with a janesetaiN Taeun.-48.13, June 24
at the city clerk's office aid signet bruach of the 
peace; Florence Greer 30 July 7, e4 and tsth. Return limit
their bonds and renewal book to- and Lizzie Oliver, ch
arged with a -lateen days from dine of -sale with,
'other with their sureties. None of breach of the peac
e; Henley afliecher- privilege of extension to September
tag new licenses are egective one son, charged 
with dieorderly conduct; 5r.ilt by payweet al go cent fee.
the bonds have been eigned, and Harry Pike. 
charged wi h dieordertv 
—
those who have not done this conduct;
 Enoch Lyme charged with St. Palk Slinw-42i.se, ,ttly 243, 24,
should give it proper attention im- .breacli 
of ordinancie; Ned Watsoo,
medlately as they are susceptible to 
charged with being drunk. Paul 
and 26. Returp limit leaving St.
July 3tst, 2 e5c validation fee?
tine for doing business veitlio.ut •
license until their signatures are at- ' Athens, Cla.
-11115.75, June 23, 24, 25,
Cached. One city official yesterday 30, July a, 
g and z6. Return
id this stir-up in the saloons is 
ea. 
limit fifteen days rats privilege of
proving one of the beet things eve' extension
 to September 3oth on .ay-
recurring, as it has shown the pro- tnent of eo 
ornts.
4/11 
r 'ift 11,11
NO COURT
YESTERDAY
SESSION POSTPONED eN AC-
COUNT OF DEATH OF
JAJDlitie teetteD,ehe.
Sunday 'Number of Warrants are Docaeted
and They Will Come up for Trial
This Morn.ng.
On aceount of the death of Judge
Sanders there was- no session yeeter-
*ay morning of the Police court, over
which he has presided for so many
The *eclat thad been made out but
was not entered into when his disolue
The ollowai
cases are on the docket, and will
come up today: •
•
Why evil] yet> em er2
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
rt
NHas cured others, will cure you.
Call en its, or *none 311 or 237 ass
we will gladly tell in out it.
•
pastors that they must either obey
the law or have their licenses taken
away from them. The grogshops
'bay, been more orderly the past six
months than ever before in the his!
tee), of the city, and prospects are
isa an augmented continuance M
these conditions, because the author-
ities say every-license will he taken
away if they do not behave then'
.aelves.
Dorothy Dix on
Thaw's Tragedy ,
(Continued from peg 2.)
ne, who had been, of all of Eve-
Nesbit's admirers, the ono ••401.
'be was neat madly jealous.
e wanted, madly wanted, all of hoe'
ad White's past together not ter Dtrected
have been.
And because he could
these things, he. who lad
denied anything before,
never been disciplined,
Sever learned any self-control, be-
came a murderer. He is reaping as
he has sown, in his dissipated youth,
in his mad marriage, and, strangely
enough, his lawyers will use this plea
to try to save him from the electric
chair.
No excuse can be offered for the
misdeeds of either White or Thaw.
As for Evelyn Nesbit all 'the balance
depends on how much she loves
"Maw.
For as she sowed, so is she reap-
'Impala. So masa you and I and
every one. There is no eicape.
Presbyterian Picnic.
This enreerting at 8 o clock the 'spec-
ial wain .ktavoe over the N. C. & St.
L. railroad for Almo, several miles
letati hem with the members of the
Pretlbyter.an Sunday scheeils of this
city, which will lhold its annual picnic
at thit- place. All scholars who have
not received tickets and those who
have togeoher with ethers, are expect-
ed to go eating. The train will be in
ettiargte of many grown people, all re-
turning early this evening.
— --
-
Takes Vacation.
Rev. W. W. Arms/tering of the
Trinebla street Methodist church
leaves thin week for a two week's
vacation during w'hich time only Sun-
der &chalet servlcee will be held at
he church on Sunday.
ROWLANDTOWN'S
COLORED DANCE
not have
never heeal
'who had
who had
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
Elates of sale July 25, 26, and nth
2906 limit August Sth, 1906. By de-
positing ticket and 4 paying fee of sheriff that she had Moore Church-
-lifty cents tickets can be extended bill and F. M. Matlock einployed as
to September 3otb, 1906. Round trip 'floseial police to keep order at the
sate $15.25. gristinels. end that when the crown
J. T. Donovan. Agent. City,cassie to town on the car she sent
Office sto Broadway, •ttese white men along to keep order
R. M. Prathei, Agent Unkis• en the car also. Churchhill and Mat-
Depot. 
.1tuck are both former members of the
',Mice force for the city.
DEPUTY SHERIFF ROGERS
HAS SPENT LAST THREE
NIGHTS THERE.
Frankie Dixon Negress, to
()teak the Dances Up at ii
O'clock Each Night.
Notice. 4 The officers arc determined to
Bids wanted for the painting ee break up the dinces or compel order
'outside woodwork on Washington. ;r., be kept, and now that things are
Longfellow and R. E Lee school found in quietness by the deputy
houses. Leave bids at Dr. Harry sheriff, everybody is satisfied, as the
Wilhidusrinrtyfffce. -For infortmrtion- -rowtlyrant-elitiited--te-ettiet-t-here-watt*
Am presence of officers at the
siegro dance given nightly at Row-
iandtown seems to have a good
effect. Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers
yesterday stated that he and Con-
stable Shelton had, spent the last
three nights out at the grounds and
they could not discover the boister-
OM conduct the white residents of
that vicinity claim exists every even-
ing during the big bail.
Illapety Rogers lest night says he
found things again in a quiet condi-
tion. He instructed Frankie Dixon,
the negress operating the dance hall,
that she must break it up every night
by eleven o'clock" so the colored
eatrons could be gotten out of that
neighborhood before midnight.
The woman informed the deputy
see P. Hoyer, Superintendent Padu- what was ogjecte to by the people
cah Public School Buildings, living in that section. - •
• Excursion:
I WILL TEST THE DOG LAW
i Citee is Now up in the County Court
at Frankfort.
Frankfort, Ky., July 9.—The "dog
law," which was passed by the last
St. Louis and Tennessee River Peek- legislature, will be- tested. John
Clark, w.ho was arrested on the
et company—the cheapest and bits deluge of harboring a "sheep-killing"
excursion oet of Paducah. dog, bite retained Attorney James
''Andrew Scott to defend hint, and the
For the Round Trip to cided, will be taken to the court of
Imam river & reints uppeals. It will have its first hearing
Milimommine before County Judge Polsgrove.
$8.00
It is a trip of pleasnre, eiteltela
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s
For other information apply to Jas.
&Orr, isieperinteadent; Fresh •
/Brown, wit • 
iicase, no matter which way t s de-
Watches Needs the Money.
I Natchez, Miss., July 9.—The board
.of mayor and aldermen propose to
snefiesit a charter Amendment to the
governor, which amendment antho-
rizes the city to issue atoo.000 bonds
Sat as eletric light plant and new ,
flAllgetf bovse. .
'Taut-ley several weeks ago when the
CLAIM NOTICE.
McCracken Caseet Court, John
Rock, as unite of thie Paducah Tow-
ing-Oki plaint If, -v-se petition, equity:
Packscah Towing Company, etc., de-
fendants.
Ordered that this action be I r-
frrred 110 Cecil Reed, master com-
missioner of the accCra,cken Circuit
Court. to take proaf of assets mid
liabilities of rho as-signer) eetate of
Paducah Towing Cenntrany, and all
persons haying claims against said
carnoame are required to properly
verify and file the same before said
conuniesioner on or before the 1st
<bay of the next September term of
the McCracken Creuit Court, Or they
will he forever barred from asserting
any claim, against the assets in the
hands of the assignee unadministered.
and all per is are hereby enjoined
and restrained from colleceing their
claims against said company except
through this suit. And it s ordered
that this order be published in the
'Paducah Daily Register' as required
by law.
Given under my hand as clerk of
said court, this the 3rd day of July
1026.
J A. NtlIA.ER, Clerk.
By R. B. hot% D. C.
CRICE & ROSS, Attorneys
BACON'S
DRUG STOKILS.
Seventh and jiwobson at. 'Phone 437,
Seventh arrd Clay St. 'Phone .9
A. DABN E, • 
—thENTEST—
St. Paul, lifinn.--$16.4so, AugvAt is,
IS and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 30th on payment of go cents.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.--$3600 On sale daily to
September oath, with return limit of
October pet.
Ashville, N. C.4,1 5.ea. On salt
daily the year round, good retuning
within six months.
Low Homeneekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each rnon•h, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional inforrnatiaa, tickets,
etc., call on any agets the Scisth-
ern Railway or aoldr•iis.
J. P. LOGAN, 1'. P. A, 111 East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, /do.,
on Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and deepang is a tor-
tureat the present time, and thee, beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all and bear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from fro to Sim put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy'. Remeimber that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 33c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
$zoo.
We have high class operatic records from Snap, $2.00, $3-00.
$4.00. $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mraeella Sasembrich, Carat's° and Sourate and Gazorx and
a great meny other celebrated artists of this kind. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. We
don't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry • full stock of
neededs and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zone).
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. rn, to to p. m. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
tits Victor meal-lite; U-iiirtroubIe Barg- pleasure. We will take
pleaecure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of --rotate.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't you
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th." St. Paducah. Ky.
Fir st-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prins Reasonable.
J. 1 Bleich,
PADUCAH, KY.
satuniisausuessountmannsmassanas
WALL PAPER Sin
E
Almond fro ti 15 Broad
aMOO IU 
wet
N
118-4 4
110:71..41  oapeeeareveeneo,
WE AC& NOW Sid0WiNG THE BESV VaitLUES IN WALLPA.
PEN TNAT NAS EVER BRIEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BASKIAMS Wit HAWS TIP
OPYRR YOU, • .•••,...•
if 1=atte4tettentotzeteeieg===
veal t fr), 1
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually geld elsewhere
en cent, r'1!. we r
•
.• Paper usually sold at we we
tell for Sc.
usually-sold at- le we wilt'
selt at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and racks.
wig
C. C. Lee. 315 hay.
 — "E)
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the _Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.
—1,7ar
D. H. BALDWIN et co.
W. T! MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
GOOl MORNING
Did yea swallow your share of du_st last night? I have a full line
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled.,
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
•
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 SbUtil FOUrt.12111t, 32g Kentucky Avenue.
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
061c40306 Broadway Plsones:Oftine 385—Residence 1696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE. ,
1?EAI., ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH IULAL Er7 WEISTERN KIINTUCKY PARKA iSAS4
11WIPITHLY PA YMINT ..0 IS FOR INVESTMENT. W RS' AMIN,
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE aST
FREE TO EVERYVODY. SEND FOR Zr.
S. P. P•elf..
coo Q W. WAITT11030111.E.. lessetuare4s.
L. G. STEPHZNISON
a,
UNDERTAKERS:AND EMBALMERS.
SOW WeINES 203-205 8. THUM) ET.
NO. sill '',PrYffil  4111Irenta '.t1I.L1L-111
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO
*ow irmim---7—
1 REV 
'JAMES E. WILKE bi. f RitU.DS
 
,, ,MP. 1-T-tittoe--::, ge.e;t417.-
IJOHN WiLHELM. Treasurer. I erten -sneaas thi4es, mean approved
ROBERT 6. WILHELM. Secretary.
rrictirods of bur arya but so fair ;wet have eecaped the alsta,anci. tallyttaahold up now dle rigtesur .i;t- Chicago.PUBLrgHtr.Th .1?v THEREGISTER re. If...vAPER CO.(Incorporated)
At Register tsulalIng, sae Broadway.
Cnter...1 et the minFffice of Paditicah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One • V,ear -
Si: Months 
. 3.50Three Mpnths ...... 
 ,.... 1.25One Week 
Anyone failing to receive this paperregularly should report the matter toThe Register office at once. Tele-phone Cumberland 318.
$5-1-ao
Tuesday Morning, July to, lock.
Mr. Bailey and Mr. Hearst.
Mr. Bailey and Mr. Hearst
It often occurs that a public manoveelooks his hand when be jumpsinto the latnelight with a denunciation
of those vabo may ereise his offic-ial conduce, and 3.13(41 acorns to havebeen. the caw kof Senator Bailey ofTexan in dee/aiding his. ceonnection
with the. StM ,
 d Oil Coenpany • in
tiaat state. * 
„ • 
The LottiSVi'lle 'Post„.., 
seoreta a fee' aets in diacusaing the
controversy between Mr. Bailey and
M. 'Hearst, nhen ft says: 
1Senator Bailey, of Texas, rarelydoes a feeble or foolish thing, but hisattempt to respond to the indictmentof Seasatdr Gorman and 'then of him-self in the Cosmopolitan must beconsidered both feeble and foolish.The record as far as Mr. Gormanis concernedis made up. He was thetatearsccratic leader of the senate Whealthe Wilson bill went to the senatedMoreover, he wae the leader of the The Most Heavily Taxed Country.
protection element within the demo- (Frankfort Journal.)cratic way. He was the successor In apoligizing for the enormous in-
in this position of Mr. Samuel J. crease in expenditures ChairmanRandall It may be as Mr. Bailey 
licit 
Towney, of the home committee on
Isays, that Mr. Gorman was on appropriatona, asserts that the costthe committee, but, this, did not re- oi government in the United Stateslieve Mr. Gorman any more than the "is less than that of any Europeanaction of Senator Aldrich in connec- country." Whether this is true ortion with the rate bill relieved him oi not it is no excuse for extravaganceand waste in this country, where theIare exvenditares far the militarydoinot'etist as in the' European gov-etaments. The appropriations of con-gra* ' for the next fiscal year
credited the opaaty, dicredited thesenate and discredited ehe cause oftariff reform.
The personal friends of Mr. G01".man have been vehement ad tpacaferaous tecently in their defense lof Offdead senator. His career is partlybiseory and personal predilection willnot be permitted to write history.aliaa-e repeat. thereiore, that the at-terupt of Mt. Bailey ,itp deffad Makself and other senators by re-open-ing the case against Mr. Gorman isextremely feeble, and before the con-troversy is over we are convinced hewill find that the discussion is alto-getterac truitlesg as far as . he is c,ocernted. Iintleetk itlbast-brqggit. eller-ly notice 114. faAtt •lhatMullaney is One Of the m-rost. valved'attorneys,
 of one of the 'most preda-tory dayisions of the Standard Oiltrust. No doubt Mr. 'Bailey may at-cept retainers from the 'Standard Oiltrust and do his duty as a member ofthe senate; but there are thousanilaof people in Texas and elsevrheriwho like to forget that the senatorfrom that state. is or has been at anytime an attorney of the Standard OilCompany. 'Whetter-a- bet true or sot'-as Mt. 11earat !lays ft is. that Mr.Bailey wars the scarlet livery of theStandard Oil Company, the fact ofprofesaional relations between Mr.Bailey awl this. brust will be broughtmore distintatly to public attentionthan ever before.
lare oarcuet jildge at Denver is go-ing Meta he eferrio'n thieves of thatcity with a vengeance. Accordine
report .the ellsoriff and several otter
the responsibility for that measuee.Mr. Gortnap Was ,the head of .,tIkemutilatore. He ands-his folloseers inthia steniee kaaded down the Wilsonbill with provisions that . 'made s';t.odious to deenuarats., tainted it, as 'amounts to ail for each man, woman'the presider:it said, with 'dishonor, dis- and child in the United Slates, Thismight not be so bad, but this burdenupon labor is greatly aggravated bythe indirect tariff taxes on neces-saries- of living, which are diverted tocoffers. of fie trust se Ito Euro-plan countera—dot)even irrotettiodistFrance Germany-.suffers to suchan extent frog aeaciti aextartions forthe aggrandizIlhfar monopoly.When the federal. &tote and munici-palataaga of the American people are"added - the butdens imposed by tariffenhancement of the- prices of domes-tic commodities there is no questionthat this,
 its tbeinost brevity taxedcountry.in the world No other peat-1)14 could bear, such burdeets vvithottutter- impoverishmeit. a '
ao
. Happilthigs' of thi Weei. -(St. Louis Poet-Dispatch.)The liatrtje iefivorce case, in whialothe'most disgusting charge's are metby tecusatirma of'.. forgery_ and, -perk,'jury, and nobody. seems to be asham-Oaf, isi
 tint dates; Outbreak of Pitts-bug. Agra!' irt plutocratic earcles. .1t,is an interesting series of scandals.First, there was the "violet bride,"then the Chadwick drama; followedby the wishing of she Corey linen.Harry Thaw and his Florodora affin-itp amused the public for a time,. butthe comedy as ;tidilenly convertedinto a tawdry tragedy. One 'ofThaw's friends committed seinide andthe. other, day a couple of youngbloods were caught committing bur-glary, just for fun. When we con-sider the cause there is nothing sur-prising in all this. It is the naturalremId t• of plutocratic activity. n onedirection it appears in the insurancescandal, the Pennsylvania railroad
Official were ifs the conspiracy with
revelation of graft and the tinspeak-
lot of franchise 
 
graters to weal aio„ o
 f the
 h,d
e v, pulpi' towardPROUfttt of mo ern life, and hisaun in this matter is especinallyitiTeresting to the Owensboro peopleas Dr. Morrill made many friends inthis city while he wits here as pastorof the First Baptist church.Dr. Morrill, has grasped the truthso hard for many to see, that themoral significance of a ,newtoaper orother literary 'product -and its influ-ence for good or ill depend upon itsinherent quality, and) not upon athe dayof the week it is isaued or read. ASunday paper may'he bad or if maybe gauta'All criticism of- the' contentsof Sunday newspapers,s - based oiltheir contents, are pertinent, but theyapply with equal foree to similar pa-pers teat/et:on Saenrciaac reit* orat any other tine Of 'the* *deka
 TheSunday newspatter that is properlyand conscientiously 'conch-rated maybe add 'actually is a potent Mfluencefor good and disceening ministersand teachers are already seeing thisand avail themselves of it to reachthe 'Masses with helpful and upliftingreading matter. Such are those-1
.--avateoehoesa—aleagyaroan-avaaa-aeotateila-ute in commendable evangelistic spa.-it, notices in the Sunday papers in-viting attendance upon the religiousservices of the day. There are thosewho read the Sunday paper whenthey should be going to church cul-tivating their children or performingdeeds of mercy and kindness; but thepaper itself is not to blame any morethan p;stols are to be censured be-cause they are abused by murderersor green fields should be abolish -Elbecause Little Jimmy cometimesplays ahookey' to enjoy them ,TheSunday newspaper is a fixed thing insociety as much as the Monday pa-ped, and the effort of all should beto make it better—a means of goodrather than a pander to evil tastes.
PEEKAA-BOO GIRL ANGERED.
•••••••.••••••1
Tickling her Held to be an Offense
in Pennsylvania. .
._- Philadelphia, Pa.. Jetty 9.—Tb intro--dace a straw through the intersticesof a peek-meta-xi waist and tickle theshoulder of etre owner of the perfo-rated bit of wearing appare• has beendecided to be an aesault and batterypun:salable as other cdtmes by con,einernent in jail.
Whateout epecifying wit-tether tiestraw he of the common barnyardvariety or of the, kind through whicha glass of lemonade might be sipped.anisette rat e Koc he esperg e r ruled inthe central pollee court that when itis treed to takia an unfair advantage ofthe we:veer of a peek-a-boo waist to
.the end that she believes a nweessitois at work in the region of her neckits holder is guilty of assault andbattery. just as ;mob as if he hadwieVed a blackjack on thebooed peek-a-lady.
is requirell the testimony of eightwitneases and the. . hi unhand. of thepeek-a-boo wearer to cony rice thenaaatiotirate that a straw could bemade the nvediurp of such a. seriousoffenee against the law of the land.Joseph Bruce of 4341 Nortiairwelfeh
'street was the man accused Thelady of the peek-a-boo waist throughwhich hfs poked the straw was Mrs.Mary Linckl of 835 Cherry street/OffIntsba nil and the 'other .witne s se ii. On-thfied that while tho'y Weer bor'll liftcoming in, from Wtst-, Matt* '11swarm of tnmiquitoes Ina& a rift! ,'trtthem. That gave Gruce, who wassitting in the seat directly nehied MTandl Mrs. Link. his idea. Fromsomewhere be producod a straw and
-applied 'it% to one of the perforationsin the waist. Mrs. Lnck thougbt itwas a mosquito and slapped atit.Bruce doubled int in ,ilent laughter1Whon he recovered lie _wink•-d attither pasa:lenyorr amd.
 again insertedthe straw ihrtmgli ‘itf peelpiktibrin :ti-t fair. Mrs. ' Limit imagined 'it fO' fwanother encrequito and -slapped) again.Betice iervjoyed it moil his victim'slursband. suddenly turning. caught09- ric-,etkeral seaar. ,.,.raw in. flutrill.
i A scene followed.When .4sbe. train drew nto Broadstreet stolid» Linrk Had Bruce arrest-incl.' Af.er the witnesse: had reekedthe story Id agestrate Kneirerspetgerannounced that the tickle of the
straw through the peek-a-boo consti-tuted assault ark) trattery and heldBruce ier Vino bail for trial. • 7 '
.. •
.... -
Don't fail to attend Riley 
. 
drCook's opening today and get achance to get yourself a $5.0o picture
the lertiort, wad in the ordinary pro- slaughter pens; in the other the
eras of onsaating the electom. thetettec non of the j tory t:- loot a sof the dateriff who 1, charged poek-eat the jury and the' contestants
misis.ed the cases. Now the judgewill &wane( a special 'grand jury 1 ,-)
the connection of thecomity offiristis with the steal ithatwan perpetrated flatee in May. andiF
ail reports are orate not only wtilthose ofifitials be indicted hut a lot
of traction 'magnates as well. Thi.ars'
sv_temts to be a case of Dahlia vitalitycorporatns. being in politic*.
latessreste s
\L'earers' of psiek-a-boo saksis can
not 1.1,e. aed,th .iinpuftty,.,
 
"other
with a atraw.'Be`cause a 
Il 
aladalftaia
man pelt:4 .a straw through a hole inthe athotddler of a peeler-a-boo waist
Tawornalan a tlry, 'hit leas 'aeresied tair
aairatilt -and sbatterir, and held Sowbail for aril.
The thirsty' onos found the lid ontight i Louisville Sunday, with theacting chief of peilice sitting thereon.
It was said' to be tha deyest Sundayin the history Of that erstwhile damp;city.
01-45ortunittes-Offerd-
(Posa l)isparcn.)
Commenting of the reported re-fusal of the National Juvenile Im-provement saciety to accept the as,-000,000 from John D. Rockefeller, theOutlook Says:
"Mr. Rockefeller is not to be con-demned as having acquired thismoney by unjust methods withouthaving an opportueity to confront his'accuseas and to be heard in his owndefeose."
Mr. 'Bailey, attorney general ofMissouri, offered him such au oppor-tunity. Not only did he offer it, buthe sent men out looking for the oilking with instructions to thrust itupon the reluctant old man.If Mr. Rockefeller really wanted toconfront his 'accusers :he would not,have run away to escape Mr. Had-ley's urgent invitation. Whatevermay be the cor-ect view of "taintedmoney" as philanthropic provenderthe Outlook's plea for the oil man iswothless.
Corey divorce, the Thaw-White kill-ing and the Hartje abomination. Acause implies an effect. It never(-mites back void, but worked out toflower and fruit. People who haveenormous* wealth without wisdom,to spend it wisely, mast spend itbsoliohly, elect if they are not sad-4ied with responsibility.‘ they willspend it viCiottitly.' the Corey',Thaws, Whites and Heroics are reap-ing what they sowed; all members ofsuch a society must gather the sameharvest. Meet do .pot gather figsfrom thistles nor grapes from thorns.Every seed yields fru't after its kind.
The Sunday Newspaper.• CX: %ft, of lightning tackled a Litt 1 (Owensboro Inquirer.)/ovine man Saturday andi Art the recent meeting of the na-ady womeelibia let knoi)dking him tioral edftorill .asSoeiliti011 id 'Indi-dontni, silfough tIc artfrk hi thetanapolis. Dr. d. L. Nlilorriir delivered*muse were thrown about Nisber an address. on the Sunday newspaper SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
prowls color s 
which undoubtedly represents the TZL.4*"%
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Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphite*
ARE GOOD. OOR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE orCHERRY.. IS BETTER.
a a •
HAYE
GILLEN'S #1
pa ATEI)
DOCUMENT LEAVES ESTATE
OF DECEASED IITØ
HIS WIFE.
SELL HUSBAND'S STOCK
IN WEBB-PHILLIPS COMPANY
J. D. SOWER'S CLAIM OVER-RULED IN BLEICH ASSIGN-
MENT WAT.
Fiscal Court Convenes Today toOpen Bids for New County Poor
Farm—Other 
 Tel&
unals.
In the county court yesterdaythere was probated the will of Clete)(Bruce) Gillen, who left everythingto his wife Cora Gillen. She wasnamed as executrix and qualified assuch. The will was written January23rd, 5902 and signature of the de-ceased witnessed by John G. Millerand W. H. Hook.
Property Sold.Mrs. Bettie Thomas has sold to C.T. Allen for asoo land lying out hithe county and the deed lodged forrecord yesterday with the countyclerk. D. M. Farmer bought fromJames Hudgins for $53.0 land lyingout in the county.
Licensed to Wed.R'chard Stone, aged 21 and AnnaIlannon aged 29, of the city, werelicensed yesterday to marry.
-MAI Stock. • 
- -Myrtle Phillips, widow of the lateGeorge Phillips, was yesterday inthe county court empowered to sellthe stock held by her recently de-ceased husband in the Webb-PhillipsCommission company.
Claims of Bleich.
Assignee A. E. Boyd of Jahn J.Bleich yesterday filed in the countycourt a document showing claims al-lowed by the assignee against theEleich estate. That of J. D. Sowersof $54.17 was rejected. It was forrent Sowers &aimed Bleich owedhim. Sowers is the son-in-law of theother, and the controversy betweenthem is what caused the assign-ment.
Fiscal Court Today.Today Judge Lightfoot convenesthe tiscal court in special session forthe purpose of opening the bids putin by contractors, showing what thelaver will construct the neat countypoor farm for. The bids are all in,and the contract will be awarded thelotvest and best bidder.
c. Fighting Charge.Today' in the comet of justicefries .Emert three cOnice tip thsfrar.rnt charging 'Manager \juries ofthe Cumberland Telephone companyand ,Mr. James Lally with tamingIn a fight several days ago' as resultof a discussion regarding the tele-phone service.
Magistrates Court.Justice John Burnett comiened' hismagisterial court yesterday ib monthIs session, and is .now trying(1;ffereut acttoes on hi tt docketi
Commissioners Sales.Master Commissioner Cecil Reedyesterday said property, purspant tocircuit curt orders In the followingtases;
In the case of John A. Summersagainst Arthur Peak, the steambottHenrietta and barges, were sold toJ. T. Brown for $7,015.In the suit of Effie Leigh againstCitizen's Savings bank, property emFourth and Kentucky avenue, wassold to Effie Leigh for $2,200.In the action of L. Di Sandersagainst Julia Grief. et al, property onSecond between Adams and Jacksonstreets, was sold to L. a Sanders
Henyy's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciatedafter a trial by people who suf-fer from headaches—severe ormild, occasional or chronic.They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
REtIEF
.piing the pain in a very few
Minutes
JAL Oehlschinurr
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND IBROADW—A—Y
TELEPHONE is.
IS NEPHEW
OF PADUCAHAN
LOUIS KAUFFMAN ANSPACH-ER'S PLAY IS A GREAT
SUCCESS.
Broadway Magazine Speaks Credit-ably of Him and His CelebratedActress Wife.
In the July number of the Broad-way Magazine, is noticed one pictureof Mr. Kauffman Anspachet and onecf his wile, - Kathetyn Kidd& -formerthe playwright and 'latter the cefe-trated actress.
Mr. Anspacher is rotcpbew of Mr.Abe Anepacher of the City Nationalbank of this city, and accupias Achattr4k 4ic Columbia University. Heis a disaitiguished and brilliant youngman who last year entered the play-wright 4'14 isvitihg "She Ailabv-rasSistenti (If t 11,014.(44Y44Magazine devotes much space to hiscatuttetition. ;and lan'teotuicts that ithas jtolatie , a „decided lueFesswherever played in the Isaourncities. He is still a young man, buthas achieved great aeccesi in 11:sprofession where a stilt .more bril-liant future await. him.
Last year he Was united. in mar-riage to Katheryn lanater. who isrecognized as one of C e ereatestactresses on the stage t -xlay. andwho has just finished a very success-ful season jr the V244.
It will pay you To attend Rile!/a Cook's opening. jaw worth ofpictures given away: 2 U) tt p.today, tic) South Sixth.
WSW 'VAT TAX
Attorney General Hayes Weft Ills
Interpretation of the
fliers' Law."
41••••••••• .11••
Louisville, July el.—Attorney 'Gene-ra! N B Hayes Saturday' hshdeddown an opinion of great interest tothe rectified whiskey dealers It interprets a phase of the law imposinga tax of .altes cents per gallon on tee-tiled and blended whiskies.The bill went into effect five daysbefore the close of June, and thequestion wal whether the tax forthat period would be paid on the ac-tual -business transacted or would bebased on the average for the sixmonths. Mr. Hayes holds that thetax must be paid for the actual bust -11.1 SS (1011C.
There was no wialen opinion. Th.:first taxes are only. for four .days ofthe present year, from Just* 26 toJune .fo, the bill going into effect atthe former date. The bill cannot beretroactive.
In the proceeding of Mary Haul; ---n nd against Louis Munier ande, ire, property on Broad street was4 to Robbie Hay for 485.it the case of Belle Z. Nuttyaqiinst R. V. Ximbrough, property'wake county was sold to J. C.Riyes for asae.
'Saturday dawn at Wnodville thecommissioner sold property in thecase of ,Westinghouse companyagaisret T. L. Easley. The property
,IL
a pe, -huller, and sold to J D.Mocquot or asita
re .
mble Street Bargain.)10. 004—TWO story, 7 roomhoitse. •a foot lot. Stable. House infink c dition. Good neighborhood.0ss'e fniist sell and offers the homefor 
, (300 less than cost) $600cash, Mince easy,
W "tehsore Real Estate AgencyFrat ity Puilding. Both 'PhonesF35.
Gas and Ga oline
Engines
For All Purposes
t to 3oo horse powtr., hest, cheap-est and most economical.
Special attewion 'to electrie•light-ing plants.
HARRY E. WALLACE,
•
_
Paducah, Ky.
lit' IfiIlItD 
They fit roadit—They feel right.
Eye Glasses'
Niels:la-4MM* . 
—41EGold filled , $Solid Gold $ 00
Eyes Tested Free by Gradu-ate Optician,
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
py Broadway.
The Last Week
Auction
Sales
Daily
2:30 AND 7:30 P. M.BARGAINS FOR EVERBODYWE WANT THE CASH.
Warren & Warren_
JEWELERS.
403 3r Oild v.
Have
Moved
to .
"I'
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handie all the finest and debit-cut articles with the utmost cars,and make repairs that are absolutelysatifactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONE yes-a.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER
to to liVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, contipous passage $4.00t
Unlimited ticket $5.00
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO
of five or over $1.50 each, withoutweals; Se.cio with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Farfurther particulars see
S. A. 'FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,or GIVEN FOWLER,, City PawAge(nt. Phone 33. • t
•
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ah. Perry, walks dishonored children to ,
EPS WIN o first on WesIter's error, Haas flyedeuoper sacrificed, Peiteye Qutifik44 bate SO DAY LID c,uick end teerible, .of the dof his Peace • and hOme,: the' actitior
Int to lbenlinc, Penny 'borate on therew\ 1 cause of his children's blighted lives.
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pdllw, .QuirOdyfoUt •tayinje Meal .11,e.
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# • ON TIGH
T 1 contains nothing upon this questioni. •"The deolared .law of this state
TAIC.BS‘THISID PLACE IN ; jailing, p gaol/14i ti Oa sin- and this court leans to the view that
STANDING. ated &eel t tield , , Shaw.o Wetzel this absence arises from the fact that
•
to Haiti; Yesskr et•nikes oue, F. ON.Lir. TWO ARRESTS MADE the lawmakers have realized that
limning flied+ out to Wetzel. IN LoulsrviLLE YES- human nature, they can not control
I
first on Yerielea'a ecerror, Wetzel sac- 
TERDAY.
i
Inning 7--Paclitioali. Lloyd. IE'aie to 
. 
eature's whirlwind, and that the ac-Tailenders . Take .Both .Games an I tiOn 'of the man who avenges theDouble Haecler From Jackson-
, vile; Virieenrees Dafeata • th..ettlic\e", itli4d '9 1,,,..Hroc4 (1* A etring
soig o to 0CIIVer is" tWO Sa0 s ing- 
Acting Chief Ridge Says e Fraloo:1* Inie
and hiS dishriaored chiren by
d 
ld
estruction of his blasted marri
Cairo. 
ed
ing Lloyd home, Tadlock struck out, Apples; to Be 
Disposed
etriking down the- destroyer after all
Inylor 'tegleecl , bringing Cooper to . Obey 
.the Statute.
••• - . 
must be determined at the bar of
home fro i7 heeoritt, Downing sorainied
. 
human nature, .afrd. that , human na•
How They Stand.
, IN. L. pet. his ankde and Cooper took his place. Louisville, July es-e-"The seloop 3 thee will excpse the one who so
• 
Inning 8-Danville. C. Fleming were closed tighter yesterday than avenges.Vincennes .... .... ..; 41 24 kit
Jaskisiorreille , , 35 3p .538 
otft to Cooper, 'lleoline Out, Perry tOliaas; ov hit. by ?it,shecti ow, wilts 
Pollee Patrick Ridge this , morning. ways terrible, no matter from what
ever before," said Acting Chief of 1
: , ,
"The killing of man by man. is' al-
4pPailkicali .... .... 1 ,33. 311 • • oundex4 r ut 'ice lEities..; f ; i 1 e
'It was certainly a dry Sunday. / ree son,' 'but ihereleemes a time when
-.1i1•14 41
'Danville . a.. ..`.% ' ' 29 37 A 
'ilmipg 12i6 -.4444,12. Seiry' flied otet have not received a single complaint' the killing of ,nan by man is only
to •lienaine, 'Cooper grotmded out, fi-oin the police other than. the two justice'. The case at bar is one of
', Mattoon .... ....  24 40 .375 O'Gotenel. Quigley to Fleming.
1 
arrests made yesterday. , As a rule I these. In recognition of the un-
Moine; : Aet-patvaille fleyeeprith ec'eive a bunch of annonymous let- ' written law which excuses crime ofSchedule for Today ii
aireille at 'Paduca'h. ' at 1.. 
viogliesi ' iiirraitiili' secerad, ftGbnilel ters on,Monday morning. There are those who act es the.defendant did
.. • Vincennes at Cairo. 
ut. Wetzel to Quigley, Quigley to ncne today. . ' ,in this case the defendant' is dise4-laas, Hayworth forced out at second+,
"I had a man out all day to wzach ntigsed'Ftructrour,
• saloonkeepers who might be.. violat- ' Judge Falconer, the author of the
•N'ip, goes the ball when Chief
Paducah 4, Donville o. 
motes up. lie vis leadjir tbis boys ing the law. He went from Shelby l"unwritten law" decision, said yester-
r street tc• Portland and tried all deers. day: "The time has come for judges4 .
Results Sunday.
On Or saiek. , . i. , •1 i I i i
t He found them locked. Ife sem men to lay aside the hypocritical cloak of
3. „; . : • i de....% . ' 4 n4J i Jiall'‘ 11 1 1 
to places under suspicion, to buy emotional insanity and come squarely
Miattr i 4 , 1
I t , 
i ' ; t 7kin . 1 1 . drinks,' but in every instance the out in the defense of the home and
C. Fleming 3b V..1,14. 10 t t It ,. 11 4 
it tioo• sr,reiglit from Cn4rte 'today.
.e.eviro, July 9-2Virseennes mode
"I think the saloon men have re- it 'unwritten law' or anything else
3 Dapville- .ails r bh ,ero la ' reply was there was nothing doing. the human idea of its defense, calling
'Hemline cf  t 3 0 1 
Bunchink of 'hits • and errtars in the
cided to obey the law. The revoke they choose."
Ott rf 1 o 
cr. seventh dall the work.
ing of licenses has had a good effect.
Wilbs• !lb  9 o d .1 . R. 'H. 
6 3 
E, I do not expect any more trouble.
'Hayworth If 2 o 0. „.. 'Since the saloons have been closed1 Q
..._ e
O'Connell ab . . , . . . , a. 2 0 Giro .... ..„... : .... . .. . %.I :5 5 on. Sunday, crime is on the decrease. ANNUAL REUNION.t..3
Battottee, Wlay, Wtieenbergee and Arrests are few and far betwten.'
Yesieler sis .... ,...... 3 ,0 0: a. 1% 4
g . 0. i 4 0 
Searles; Perdue and .Matterri. '
safety it was .stated that n C0111-o
At the office of the board ef puhiic OFF. , Flemln p .. , .. .3.0 RELATIVES
• 
Totals .... ..  3r-r 7 24r3 5 Mattoon Takes Dogble Header. elaints had been . receive. 
.
Mattoon, III., July 0.--The Orphanie The saloonkeepers, arreeted yester- ........
Taylor cf ; , '4. i a 1. to o today.
ab y bborth • e won two games from Jacksonville
Lampton streete, and Samuel ()Neal, CIRCLE WITH HER TO-
Paducah- d/y were Anton Leisioaa, Shelby and llfRS. HART HAS HER FAMILY
laerry ae •  at pi. . # o o a ..' s r* G.rita. ;ackson and Market .streete.
Mattoon 
R. 1-1. E. It is alleged that Leiernan was 
MORROW.
Cooper If ...l ....''.. jk,
Q'tligieY* Att. • • ' - • - -../ Ir. I ii. 
a0 
, , 2 .4. r i,ser„ing drinks ;n a rt.ann ovcr his
lima th  a • 0 Jacksonville .... ...'. .... t 2 2 saloon. and O'Neil :s said to have
#Dori rf . . . ..  3 t 1 • 1 o o Bletteriea. *Dowell and Lakal 41°". served drinks in a similar manner by
Dowering c . ,.. .1 ` 5hitiLl I' e II 4.)ilter 1:11 1 
the aid of a dutnb waiter.
1141. -•;- ' • The drug stores, ice cream perlore
Weasel 3b, .. , ....gel so i 5 cl,
- Todriich P  -  i3-* ,41.* -1 • '..-----•- •-:-•_•• Second .Game. R H E and-fruie stands were el:en as 
usual.
The Mutual Protectiie asssbciation
5 27 14 0 111aetoon  4 7 3 evas its private detectives out to
Joicksonville .... .... ... e. 2 8 4 watch saloons, but no report has.,
!lotteries. Bond, McCarthy and been made.
longdon; Ames, Belt andl Look/rye. . The saloonkeepers. were unusually
Total ...23 5
Infringe I 2 6 7 8 q--R. I I E.
00,000--170 5
Pad 100I01130X- 5 5 o
Earned runs. Denville i.,Pazhaah 1.
Sacrifice hits. Itayworth, Shaw,
Perry Cooper. Haas,' Wetzel a. •
Twin base hits,. Quigley.
Double friarys. Yeader O'Conier41.
to Wilke wild Perry tie Quigley to
H aaa.
Bane on hulls, FICTT11111( 3. .
Struck out, by Fleming 3. by 11,ad-
k 7.. •
bases, lama-ale Padua
of game 1:12.
Umpire. VIAI kr room
The Indiana take the ond
game from Danville with the greatest
erif ease.
It (*sly took one hour and tereive
minutes to tell the tate. the leakiest Work of getting the downtown
genie ever pulled off on home ticket and freight office for the N.,
grounds. Umpire Wilkerson keot C. & St.. L. railroad into condition
both irides going and 'ha umpiring 's progressing well, and Superintend-
was a feature, newt a conk:ream dur. ent Hills expects to have the place
ing the an the kical01"s 2P" opened sometime next week. The
plauditx1; hint in e inni fixtures and furniture are now being
Red ildrue are ginger installed rapidly by the mechanics,
and playing hall. wilt who think they can finish everything
The 40C toad the by the last of next week.
no doubt be reached by the lara. et At 'first it was thought that Mr.
this week if they keep this. irc>nd AOhur Patterson would be brought
work up. heie from Atlanta, Ga., by the road
South pitches this afidernoon arid and put in charge of the downtown
'will 'wire game by a aquaree.
Inning z_./,2d,ncab. 
'C. Fleming office, but • 
Mr. Hills announces that
strikes out, Henline cite, perry • t 0 Mr. Dulaney, the 
district agent at
stiaa..; Ott. Perry toIa.i r Louisville, will be brought here 
for
inning i_iaadut...ah. Tuy.tor that purpose. He will be given icy-
to perry real clerks to help him.lest on Yessleirla error,
sacrificed Taylor of eecoodi, Cooper Just as soon as the office is ready
rcrounded out frona third to first. Tay- the Southern . Express company
lor made third on C. Fleminu'a ilatr.u. moves around from on South Thire
or, it. Quigley., drive to left. too etreet, as this company will occupy
for two basea !KUM' ylor.. Hips the place jointly with the N., C, &
e flied' out to Hiaywort * St. L. The new place is 43o Broad-
Inning %Ville 11 it way.
the-tomb second. Ilaysoparetil out, Tad,
10e.10 to 'Haas: O'Creinel ,trik„ (mu: Former Baggageman.
decree one to right for second
meek, Willa in home. Ycsoler s!vilnes Mr. Harry Adams, former baggage-
n•an for the Illinois Central railroadoust
7„,ning 2e_peamee. tinyd.-vatrin out of this city, arrived here yester-.
heat101 Yeesler's error act, suacri- dayfor a several day's visit to Con-
i+&ct Lloyd to see enedicki ritictor Charles Blaney and Express
geourscled to ehert anti Doweifter Messenger Daniel Sullivan, both of
• forced at second cm a quick doubk Yhom run out of here over the 1.C.,
play. n by way of Brookport.
Toning 3-1Ianyille.
Qtrigley to Has. C. Fleming hit neer Made Express Time.
oticrwal. Ilenline singles through Mr. 011ie P. Leigh, the local corn-
.- merchant, e a iii5
WIll'sO.Ut• Wetzel to Hass. , • carload of lemons the best record
Inning 3-Paducah. Taylor gtrikos ever made into this city from New
out. 'Perry need net to Ott, Cooper York. He sold a carload of lemons
to lierrliise. last' week to Covington Bros. here.
Toojog IttlYw.•intit'out and ordered his New York house to
to 1.1.03-d. ()Tonne!. out. Wetr)rt t° forward them. It took aust three
Ilkaa; Shaw out to Taylor. {lays for the Illinois Central railroid
1,111Ung 4-:-Thadiscah. Quigley
• • "fe, to get the coitsignment into thia dry.
to first •ori N'esaler's :thetlw to Wilts, This is unusually. quick time, con-
ifers, :idea ne ed. Quigley, an second on, !tittering that very seldom freight
a sacrifice, Big Chief 'town one to gets here from that Eastern metro-
.
"*tI *` tut broiler qUileey in. Co'op- polis tinder a week or ten days.
e skrikr s out, 1.1oid 'throVini out
sitealling second.
EInning 5-Danville. Yeasier 40Pla Many x- cursionists.
• 'Several hundred' people came toto Wertzel,.E. Fleming sttikee. nue, Cit
Fleming nut. Perry HIS. •• the 'city Sunday on'. the elecursiontoynning Dcinying froor Evansville. Ital.; and spent an
enjayahl-c• day' here. The train left,esdle Tadle•fk tens. 'oft to fr) Flettaitig.
7t midnight on its.' fetutn that. wey.Petard 1)o:wiling off first, 'd
Chief James hail' his lit.'cut to Thatyworth.
Inning 6___paglivi1te. Pentair. (Int relF* Of ivetertmeel the 'etteet corners
Perry itio Hine: Ott strikes out. Willa for ,betrefit of the -visitdre • Who!-Iip-
voirogle. to center, liayworrI4 Welocaokreaciated the cluirterly an& thisoly
.eapressed themaelvOs.
cautious yesterday. Those wha sold
DOWNTOWNOFFICE Itliivghutor hJauly t kinghept een their Pldacesthcktised
repetition of the offense would meanOPENS sHoRTLy serious trouble.
MR. DULANEY OF LOUISVILLE
W)LL BE AGENT FOR
NEW OFFICE.
Mr. Leigh Got Carload of LaNitboll
Here From New York in Three
Days-Evansville Excursionists.
Holds Murder is Justice
(Continued trom Page One.)
defendant had a right, relying upoa
the 'unwritten law' that the husband
has the right to kill the despoiller of
home and the violator of his wife's
chastity, and that the sight which the
defendant saw in the park was such
as for the moment produced in the
defendant a condition of mental ir-
responsibility for his actions, and
therefore defendant should be dis-
charged.
"This court does not believe nor
will it give judicial sanction to the
contention of the commonwealth tha:
defendant shoull& have warned Mer-
ritt to cease his villas or his atten-
tions to his wife. The relations of
man and wife in our civil society is
eotice to all the world that no third
earty shall interfere and that the
advances of him or her who seeks
to wean the wife or the husband
from the other are advances made at
the peril of him or her who makes
them.
"Human .law in its declared noii-
clone has decreed no adequate. pun-
ishment for the violator of the
home, the seducer of the wife. Upon
individual temperament and the cir-
cemstances and conditions surround-
ing individtral cases depend the elec-
tion between a civil proceeding on
the part of the injured and a crim-
inal prosecution to follow on behalf
or the cornmonwealth when the in•
jured himself avenges his or her
wrongs.
Arranges Home Despoiller.
"In cases where the relation of
husband and wife has produced no
cffspring it may possibly be easier
for the husband to bring himself to
seek dissolution by divorce or dam-
ages for violation of the wife's
chastity. No wife yields herself to
the charms-of the despoiler of homes
El has weaned away from er
husband that love which is the
inundation of the marriage relation.
and without which its 'permanence,
so essential to human happiness,. can
not be secured.
'When, however, the shadow of
infidelity to marriage vows tomes be-
tween the 'parent and ch. it casts
over both a gloom da h4.e1'• n the
grave. How can a 
w
e n ea
lost mother to his 
 and how
can a daughter he , t mo er's
ratne without li•ch re.. neat is
merciful to the pi" /as cruelty of im
whose hot has stained the fair
of innocent childhood by corrup
the heart of the mother; whose
ample must stain the daughter's ft
and make the son ashamed to tit
the word mother.
Court Justifies Wader.
'It is in these cases that resort
commonly had. by the injured ha
hand and father of disgraced an
Mr. John Trent will Entertain Friends
With Picnic Next Saturday-
Miss Logue and Muir
Given Marry.
 N111101111r ,
WaY tilnr• v. tit 1#
tgotnery Ward &
• ilecieue-Given Nuptials. 
crossed flefoillif.iiveoue at Wa '
ton boulevard •a four-horse .tallY-Iece. •
Last evening $ o'clock. Miss Lil- with..•wen and wopient
'lion Logue and Mr, M1u.r Given were poached. The pedestrian drew back "
united in marnage at ti e residence Of to avoid being run down by the.
the :bride's • uncle, MT. Coley PiPef of' horses, which were galloping. •
Sixth and Trimble streets, thei
proem-ice of many admirin'g friend's 
Search Victim's Pockets. ,
At the command- of . two mo
and relatives. The house was partly seated near the driver, the vehic71edroorated with potted plants eio,1
`Suddenly stopped. The men leapedpalms for the attractive oceasorn down and one grasped the shoullderthat was the soiree of math' delight of Tucker.
to many. The handsome hide at)- 
"Jump in and have a ride," 1.peared -unusually beaut4iii in u gown
commanded the. pedestrian. ,of white mull elegeentlyr tinter:fed'Pucker ettenipted to .wrest himselfMeer the nuptiale happy Clair irons the grasp of the man. 
. ,
erutertained•' with an etrecemar ecierpe • 
"I'm going home," he declerol,.tic)n. !rand have not the time."One of the dty'a Most WiTILSOMe
A' score of faces from the top atidtand popular young ladies ite the 'cut- inteeier of the 'vehicle interestedlYowed and accompl.elied beide: gratin-
siatched the developments. Boih'ate of the Paducah school+, and great•••
eeized •the victim and as oneby admired .by all. She le•the dtitigh
preesed his arm about Tucker's neckter of the late Mr. Mark Logue, 'one
the other extracted a welletof the ;city's 'best known traveling
saleem e n during le. ing $ito front ga inside pocket of hoeli
r. Given is' the enterProtsing and coat.
the Guthrie As the yictim shouted for as▪ si
taebt 
st.- • 
dry goods establishment, anti an ener- ance horns were blown loudly frotii.
getic and closeting youita man. He is the top of the. vehicle and shouts of
the son of. Mr. zumel alas, Samuel leughter drowned his cries for police.
GiThvenee• "You can run along now, we don'tbricse.s mother is erectang a. care for your company," said one of
handsome home on West Trimble his assailants,
street, and when complemed the 01)' The shouts of the party and the
sounding of the horns awakened'
lien,
nrried couple will hoe there with
many residents abort the scene of
the robbery. As doors and windows.
were opened the thieve., retreated
TALLY-HO were whipped into a gallop. •-hastily to the tally-ho and the horses.
Mts. Marry Jane Hart will tomor-
row, at her home in the county, hold
the annual fanity reunion which for
yeane has been a very pleasant affair
for the family circle, about fifty rela-
tives always being there to enjoy 0112
•hoepitalify of her home.
Mrs. 'Hart is 83 year; of age and
resides all alone at hoe .honw thirteen
miles from this city on the Bland-
vine road. She pneserved, hale
and hearty, and bids- fair to remain
Norio marry year a'to come. For many
yearr pa' t sthe• had bee family
circle to gather at the old borne and
operal retie day.
She is the mother of Captain J.. M.
Hart, proprietor of the Hart house
cas North Fourth street until he went
011114)1Milt last year. Mr. Charles
Hart of-the I. C. boilermaking shops
ate, 4.1os: G. D. Eine:we assistant
manager of the local Western Union
Tielegraph office, are gyandcefldren.
%Alt) with others ipo out for the re-
union.
•
• Tiersic at Kuttawa.
,iiirxt Saturday Mr. John Trent, the
general storekeeper for the I. C.
shops here, will carry a pa*ty of
frif' ind-i up to Kuttawa to entteriain
them with a picnic on the lake. These
in the crowd will be Misses I.. Smith,
Inez Trent, Beulah Rogers, Irma
Reitz, Blanche Street and Messrs.
Jacrtm Thera. Richard Donovan and
Frank Cheek. .
Dance This Evening.
' .The Ohautatiqua dab will give a
dance ehie \ ning at Wallace park
privation.
Knights of Columbia:.
Moe coke y in sr ni ng at i:30 o'clock
the Knigeets of Coln-inking of this city.
siaty-five strong. !Tooted from Cairo
on -a special train, having gone down
the day before to participate in the
big meeting held by the Cairo lodge.
wtisch initiatM a claFA of about .fifty
. In the. evening a swell
=Its!liettleewas. given at the armory.
litie only Padswahan on the pro.
ellaclanie was ,Ccrlorrel J•+hit T. le,•reti
omilmmEn. 
wassuanuanpRINTING 
NT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
mum========
IC ENT UtIa PRINTING
COMPANY •
121S 4th St.
tlaInnntalat123#1=12111a=
THUG PARTIES
THE LATEST THING IN UP-TO-
DATE CHICAGO HOLD-
UPS.
Crowd in High-Seated Carriage
Laughs While the Victim is
Being Searched.
Chicago, July 9.-Tally-ho holdup
men have been added to the list of
Chicago's picturesque thieves, Wil-
liam Tucker, 1803 Washington boule-
vard. being their first victim. A purse
containing alto wai taken by his as-
sailants.
At-tacked at Washington boulevard
and Hamlin avenue yesterday morn-
ing by two men who leaped from the
Park Management.
County Attorney Aileen Barkley
yesterday said he had .not yet de-
cided that he would do regarding 
gettinggetting out a warrant charging Man-
ager William *Malone of Wallace
park with running the different at-
tractions wide open out there last
Sunday. He said he had not yet•
decided whether to get warrants or
not.
Manager Malone yesterday states
that he ran everything wide open at
the park, the casino giving perform-
ances, while the merry-go-round wa•s••
operating, also the cane racks, negro.
baby ball throwing racks the helter-
ekelter 'and in fact everything upote
the grounds. Several thousand pee-
ple were on the groundds Sunday
afternoon and evening.
vehicle, the victim's cries were Notice For Bids,
drowned by the shouts and horn iBids for printing 250 books of rules-
blasts of on hatlie 
tally-ho who 
ha f a taslcore of irli,en 
wit-)2500
 pamphlets of rules and regula-
c1 and regulations and other matter, and
women
nessed the holdup. , lions for board of education, will be
The police declare the tally-ho was received to to July 12.
one of four which carried a crowd .of W. H. PITCHER Clerk.
merry-makers for Harlem boulevard
and Hamlin avenue shortly after •a. $aco worth of pictures given away
a. m. at Riley & Cook's opening today, r
Tucker, who is a traveling sales- toil p. m., toe South Sixth.
 4
' LEAGU E PARK.
PADUCAH vs DANVILLE, ILL.
JULY' 8, 9 AND lty
GENERAL ADMISSION 25c
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICKETS ON
• SALE MI TH & NAGEL'S,
FOURTH & B RQADWAY.
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P. W SHARP.
efore Ira ii Yür
Id Bicycle hi on
New One See:
WILLIAMS WARD
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fiftt s reet they can s aye you
money, and take your old wheel iii rechan VIE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BTCYCLES. •
Remember thi* is ale cheapest house in
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. r..pert
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
Books, Music, l00c(44
A SPECIAL OFFERING I? ti LINE
BOOKSI-We have jtiet received u hi pistil
every one good, every. one worth 50c. 0,1
MUSIC-As usual or. offer is unusii al. 500
insenunents, each ............
30o latest-issues, rick *ill be tit c "b g
• only) at •15c; two fee 
•
el value t :.••
each 'ea; •
,i3. 504:
. . . . . . 5c•
• fall, (lot
• .25c.
STATIONERY-An extra fine ;asortnet of n, Papers, worth .4sc
to soc, cloth finish,. at • sooL ....... ..2TC.
The first that comes gets the plume of ttis lot. Ask for a slbr ;.lm of
otir new 25c per pound paper.
Harbour's Book Dr-t-t•fment
•
- 
1111511‘ HAVE DINA
11F0111.11,S BEAUTY IS fCOM-
PLETE WITHOUT MIX
E.  THE IMURANOR AN
She of Wales Knits Huaband's Socks
and Sees That He Wears
Clan.
PURSUING -DEBITS IN THE
COUNTRY%
-.7reafpgaay-a---0,,amwarearlirreerallerew-'
Ithessa..A.re Establishmeate Meat Mein
a Specialty of Providing This
How Fashionable
"We are having an unpreeedeatedeall
low " sa.Li the öy maker
-acemstling to the New Yorklion. 'More I
-wave sieve when there wee as tieemad
at ail thr them, but now ere are kept
busy Meoplying 
"Women flock Into our establishment I
. 
deamoding dimples, and each tab her
owls particular style. To the caul ob-
learner dinapies might seem alike, but
theta is rattily greet variety la titers.
"ui: al! dimples that on Mae chin is the
moat torticeable and beatetifel. Onoe
alliiheCasairne it was the populist belief
thee IfImples were torn. Nowadays we
knots that they are acquired.
"Ti.ey are like French waves and false
elopeir. You can have them ifoyou want
Like her tter before her, the
princess el Wc.:es he a first rate heuise-
keeper, and though the is aavery bus,
woman socially, there are but a few
things in the management Of her
Louseliold whita she a., a 110 LlUtle 1 •
1 stand and many whicf '"Ne personelle
super!ntentis.
The praise/a hits no Ilk tag for oda
tiag with idle kaads, and she is never
without some s of needlework. She
not only kalts titer prince of Wales'
socks, but sees that he wears them.
Once, for iastsaee, wtten the prince,
after a long das's shooting, returned
home tired and wet., the princess was
haveng her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for theirs, but-
careful wife that she is-the princess
would not give Ira: husband any until
he had changed his wet boots and
stockings, and he though laughing and
protesting, had 1 , do her bidding.
The princess excellent mother,
-bum no at 7%, print% are
anxious that tbr childhen should be
brought up on the simplest lines pos-
sible. When they are at York cottage
they have their little owes with them a
great deal, says Horns Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
used by the small princes. One day,
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be-
longing to Prince Edward, and now
the children have a special 'play roofs
of their own.
_dip. -.I
Stem. To make a cleft chin is quite a
41111galt feaL
"You must cut into the flesh with a
Akan, knife until you have severvd a
inuasie. When the chin hats there will
be a little dent or scat and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman once came to me in great
aliairess. She had rearaTith an accident
-which hal intlfeted a jagged cut 1: her
'..My good looks are ruined for life,'
aim gasped, as the sank into a chair.
-I bound up her chin and assurei! her
-
thashe would be all right in a lew ,:ore
-"You win be even better lookina nar
beer, I geld to her.
"She Smiled faintly -end rent aua•
'W weeks later She returned. alit
Oraftee hail healed and in its place taere
winte a 'lieu beecrning scar, which took .
'the form of a dimple.
"'1 am delighted,'-said she. 'for I am a
theuirand times better Jwkiug than ;
-sem before
Is the stlenow to have a Ciinplea.
beseeching look; and it la ehe
illutallon to look rather grave insteal of
Awe& This gives the beauty makers a
atm* to perform in the dimple line, but
egg ta elate -here have bees realty suc-
COMM and no casual t les reported.
"In Faris they ar. making dimples by
efeetrfcity. They take an electric in-
atonement and press it into the flesh
without, howlhar, tr eking the akin.
The they turn on the curreat
• "There is a midl sbaisk. They re-
• peel this again and egain, always mak-
tile the dent deeper. until alter a time
the flesh has Termed a habit. There is
to dimple in the chin.
-This is only usefill for the chin. and
le would hardly work in the case of the
cetera, which is too' hard to be treated in
this way. s
-Where cheek dimples are desired
theeals amorecompli csted process. We
begin by replacing lost teeth.
"After you have lumped out the face
yogi will dierover that there are dimples
**the cheeks. Make your cheeks plume
and somehow there will Repeat the
mosaic twinkling spots.
"There should be dimples on the handl
.meevell as on the face. To be allurng
lands. must lie idly on your lap. They
mint be white and fat, and there must
bee row of dimilles asiong the knuckles
"They look more youthful if there are
no thugs at all. Rirgs somehow make
the hands look old. Theyare like finery
and elaborate attn. They add to one's
otta
-To be pretty you trust have nice
Oseth. They must be white and even
sod there must he no gold visible. Then
Toe must have a pair of very red lips.
-White lips mean a poor cireu:ation.
sad narrow lips mean a bad disposition
sad a habit of compressing the mouth
You mint have a fine, smooth skin.
which can be obtained by treating the
akin' every night ov.'h a good skin food,
end )nu must have a per of clear, soft
voyee.
"The eyebrows must be nice, If one is
be good looking. and to make thee:
beautiful one must treat them ever:
with an eyebrow grower. The
sllapareee sons very then eertuarrs hut
rthea devote a great deal of time to them.
"The face should be slightly oval
aefteeed srriethirg like sn egg. with the
small pert of the egg at the chin. Look
at roar face and see if it is egg shaped.
"If It is roune rou must reduce it a
tittle. If it is square yen must massage
*leap the lines of ths chin to take away
them square lines. 71 it is lang and nar-
row you must plump it out.
-And don't forget that you must ha ai
dimples, for dimples are the style this
year, and you cennot be a pretty woman
Writhmit them."
Tips in Department Stores.
The til ping evil is growing in New
lriork___ileeit • the diehemissa apowad ha
the Pew .has 'at purciraslr.g agents'Th. latee « lass to demand tips are clerks
In department istores. According to an
experietced shopper, the woman who
does not recognize and satisfy the itch-
ing palm of the girl who waits on her
will obtain roor servIre In some stores.
Akin to this is the store "graft" on which
many- clerks figure as a regular additiou
In their income. This is the change left
over from purchases at odd prices, such
as 61.48. 1,57, etc. Vete-Illy it only
amounts to two or three ( °tits, hut very
many persons give the seller $1.50 or
111.75, and go away without waiting for
the change. This often amounts to a
considerable sum in the course of a day.
flometimes it even amounts to "white
money," as silver Is called, and adds
matetially to the day's takings.
Christmas Cards.
Although the first Christmas mad
'west made in 1846, very few were sent
WI the year 1862. Then. the fashion
came in of sending cards the size of
visitinm cards, Inscribed simply with
date wer..Is: "A flerty Chrletjnaa•
It was a very attractive yeflew 'bat
gy, drawn by a epirited mare. Tit a
pedestrian toiling up the hill it lashed
most inviting.
"Have•a ride?" alked a young man.
eieeesieg a/oui 4 rut...:Sti.it
getting into the yellow buggy. "Yilu'd
better. It's seven miles to the torte.
'law peuosuaan willinaly accepted
the invitation.
"I'm mighty glad you came this
say." ha &MU to the roving lama.
"Well, I had to visit that 401144"
ailed the leiter, indicatiag *e Imam
from which he had emerged.
His oompanion wondered whether
"debit" was country dialect for
square house with green shutters, but
the young man now stopped before a
roadside store with no shutters.
"Have to sea this debit, too," he
said, handing the reins to his compact.
Ion and disappearing through the front
door of the house.
-What 111-7fluf asked-Thi
"favored pedestrian when the young
man ieturned.
"Insurance."
"Oh."
Then followed much learned talk of
salary and commissions, paid-up in-
surance agencies, policies azd lapses.
.1 also transpired that, in the eyes of
the young man, who was out on s tour
of collection, all houses were either
unclassified nondescripts or debits.
He bowed to everyone who passed
and spoke to almost every one.
"How's your wife to-de', Mt.
Casey?" he would say, end "ale there,
Fienegan, how's your arm gettiag
along?" after which remarks he would
turn to his companion and give ea
tracts from the biography of Caw as4
Finnegan and their neighbors.
"All Irish hereabouts," he said. "I
had a deuce of a time making them
believe I was Irish. My name Is Yoe
Orontinger. Whoa, Kitty!"
They stopped before another debit.
"And how are ye, Mrs. Flanagan?"
shouted the young man. "Fein* day
to-day." He winked at his companion.
'How do you like the brogeer
"Great," answereS the otter.
Having asoortained that Mrs. Flan-
agan was well, that the "ekildther"
were likewise and that the roust
health of Flanagan pater showed no
awns of diminution, the yews lemur
ane man collected all that Was dee
on the Flanagan debit and departed
with a farewell of the most Pfibernian
pattern.
The next debit was located on •
aide road, mere like tite bed of a tor-
rent than anything else, filled with
rest,-rocks, among which Kitty, the
mare, struggled with difilaultl-
"When I first made the round of
these debits," said the ageat. "I was
sure I could never stand mash roads.
Now they're easy. Whet, timmer
A little girl emerged from the debit
"Know just what she'll 'say," said
the young man. "Manama says ate
ain't got no money for pea te-day,"
he squealed.
The little girl came to WM gate.
"Mamma says whoa ain't got no money
for you to-day," she salt,
VInsurance collector grinned at 
the
irloek
Holmes grin, aid his companion
looked duly impr reed.
Then they scrambled down the rocky
road again and reached the male road
safely.
The loquacious agent told mere per-
sonal histories of the O'Briens and
Hoolihans that passed; he described
local manners and enplane; he die
cussed the no license law in tone la
the township; he explarned flee aka
belie result likely to follow orders for
ginger ale aid birch beer given in s
eertaia sophisticated TAWS. MC as a
proof of his assertions, be took his
companion into a small bar run by an
affable Irishman.
"Best ginger ale I ever tasted," said
the stranger, sitting down his empty
beer glares
The young man and the barkeeper
grinned. Another drink followed, then
another, the last being "set up" by the
friendly barkeeper. After Ineffectual
attetnets to make tire straaser sample
the delights of a free limed of bread
and onions or the elements ellaste of
a pinch of salt In his beer the bar-
keeper bade his two vistaless geedby.
"lie is a line athlete," rani:eked the
agent. **Used to be a pugilist. His
son was offered $28 a week sad or
/senses to go with a ArawsedPe eempany
and punch the bag. hut he reused."
Mo-e debits followed. Some pro
lured five and ten dollar bills; some
procrastinated; some yielded no re
epenee to knocks on front, side and
back doors.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE
2,apt4le Poseeeses Remarkable In-
stinot for P4ading Nest-
ing Ground.
--
During the summer moriths, from
May to August, the big sea turtle
lay their eggs in the beach. They
come possibly hundreds of miles. and
if undisturbed, witl land within a fees
yards of the same place year after
year, says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up the beech in the night and
make their nest in the sand just above
high water mark. I have watched
them from teebind a 'enable!, but a few
feet away.
They dig the hole with theta hiad
flippers, and after covering it aver,
first filling it with eggs, they will go
a few feet and make another place, I
always thought as a blind, for one
looks Suet Mee the other. They lay
each month usually during the high
tides of that moath, beginning in May
and ending in August, from 90 to 1.85
ens-
During the summer I found and
brought into camp 2,75 eggs. I put
some in the sand near our camp and
in 27 days the top eggs hatched, the
rest in three days more. The little
turtles would dig out, raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff Use air a moment,
then start for the river, 100 yards
away. It was always a mystery to me
how a turtle conid find the same place
on., the shore. When a short distance
out at sea It ad leeks alike-jest sandy
ridges, wilt scrub palmetto and esarse
grass.
H1041 LIFE IN TOMSK.
- - - -
Siberian Otte That Comas Near Is
Being War* a Fewf Days
Sojourn.
Tomsk, Siberia, is not sum a dread-
ful place. A traveler writes of it:
"After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
complete our outlt We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Can
calms, tea from China-only 400 miles,
away, and brought by a sledge oi
drosky by the overland trade routes
first opened be Peter the Great-and
many kinds of goods from Germany,
such as kodaks, photographic material
and all kinds of up-to-date articles.
"We also paid a visit to a barber,
who could compare favorably with one
of the first-class barbers in the west
end of London, and was quite as dear,
charging as a shilling for a shave and
a haircut I was in every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a populate:in of about 60,000, it is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any English or American town with
five times the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk eniveraity is
an imposing beetling and contains two
faculties- those of medicine and law
This capital, in fact, takes the third
place in educational importanee is the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias,
thousands of years old, have been pre-
served to this day because of theft
enormously thick bark. From time to
time, In the course of rotes, forest
fires haye swept through the big tree
lands, clestroylag everything, yet only
scorelaing for a couple of inches' depth
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
flames having oarborozed that much of
the hark, could not penetrate farther,
for the carbonized portion formed an
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the interior bark.
Nark of Degeneracy.
Mitchett Young McSeetiey, who
went throe‘t the foctune his parents
loft him, was arrested to-day for steal-
ing a dollar.
Gauss-What degeneracy! His fath-
er never tkosiglit of trAdag less than a
million.--Smart Set
Reek is ilitiesge.
Dearborn-and did you shake the
dust from your feet when you left New
York'
Wabash-Well, I don't know that I
shook it from my feet exactly, but I
know I got rtel of all the dust I had, all
right.-Yantos laateetnae.
•
1IIS LAST STRU4G
Henri Jamie& Satterfield is cilscole
•
sred leaning eater the liereary labia -
iatg intently at a ,photograph in ilia
hand. Pie hears toe sound of familiar Cyclone rance
• •feet. tiaetily sliding the picture un-
d'er a heap of papers, he turns to greet
the newcomer with a beautifully done
imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
Alta /44 J
1
yen looked up--wared to death, youl ePW•CIU r 
MP R 0.%
. ug‘ u Fox- ItARSme hknow, and all that. NO, you didn't !a.
eorkups. uk. ak.. I Ika..043‘,
over the erehlog paper. Says this is
a treat Nobody sees. anpthinT of you
alnee pail went and get engaged. Don't
you ever take an evening off? Lucky
Ike went away for the bollhaas or I
shouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,
1 don't blame you eelia is a lovely
giel-a regular prize-but we fellows
feel you've -just about dropped us, and
old friends, you know.
"Oh, come off! I don't either know
Ari'w it lel Jest bemuse you're in love
is no reason for your fool Insinuations
that every one else is, too! No, sir:
A bachelor's life for me!
-00
Abram L Well & Cos,
Campbell Buildirg. Both Phones 35
" "-WM rant- litha lt -people-11a-
gossip. A man can't look at a girl
sithout every one's setting the wed-
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
attention to Caroline than to a lot of
others Well, howl if you enjoy it;
still, I don'a see anything to laugh
about myself. She's a mighty fine girl,
though, don't you think? So different
from most of the others-seems to un-
derstand a fellow and all that and to
have a little sense. Why, that girl-
allow, see here, Toni. Can't a man
speak admiringly of a girl without your
grinning that way? There's nothing
in it, I tell you. rye thought the mat-
ter over long ago and you don't catch
me running my neat into any matri-
monial noose. Why, l'he been attract-
ed - by iota of girls and I always out-
grew it. What if I'd married one of
'an before I came out of my trance?
What's that? Different from the pres-
ent serious attack? I am not suffering
from any attack, I tal you.
"Yes; I had Christmas dinner at
Caroline's. She knew my folks were
all away and I thought it mighty Wee
of them to ask ma. It was her moth-
er's invitation, of comae. I anew you'd
say that-it's nothing cit the sort. Her
mother is a lovely woman and hasn't
an idea of angling for anyone, espe-
deity for me. I think it'd a pretty
state of affairs when people can't ask
a fellow to &seer omit of simple kind-
ness of heart without being suspected
of deep-laid plans. And what de yens
think? Caroline had made the minee
pies aid the salad herself. I never
tasted anyraing like them. I teal toil I
Ilk, to see a girl take an interest la
things about the house and it is all
the naure creditable when she doesn't
have to. Stoat. girls with three serv-
ants at home wouldn't he caught deai
in the kitchen. Caroline says she Illei
to cook and (ass around. fibise gets as
pink at i her Lair always rougas up
and curls around her Pars Ethers Ilae
;eta interee•ed and excited, so I U bet
she leeks &rest in the kitchen. She-
"Oh, cut it out, Tom. I'm simply
telling you aamit nay Christmas dinner.
I am not !avid; over Caroilae. Not
that a fellow would find It hard to rave
about her if he wanotd tg, oily I don't
go it for ttat sort at foofishaess. Been
to aay shows lately? I havetht
outgrowing those musical-comedy
things. 'I hey are se tiresome. A per-
eta guts so roos out of them, Caroline
i-rvs. She likes a play that gives -you
something to think sbout--(problem
che calls thim.
"say bvt she has bra:ns! You poen
to have Leard the line of taik she put
out atemt the last etie we saw. She
t a e.ffrient vie v of it from the
one I took.. I 1;ke to get her azguing,
fDr she grows so excited! She always
has saniethieg inarestlag to say.
“Wilahe that? Lee here, Tom, how
many times must I tell you that you
ere on the wrong ttack? I don't see
how anybody could say I was in love.
I'm far too comfortably situated in
these bachelor quarters to think of
getting married. I'll leave that to you
and other foolish young men. It
'foul I take an extraordivary girl t3
make me change my naiad.
"Oh, so Cilia has a new photograph
ef Caroline, has she? I must ask her
to pass them around. No-o-o, I haven't
any picture of Caroline-the's not the
icrt of girl to Lead out her photo-
graphs to all tho men ehe knows. 1
,don't care muck about collecting girl's
pictures, anyhow-that belongs to co!.
lege days, hi ouldn't know what to do
with a photograph if I had it-just
,:lotters up the place.
"Look out. tturel You've knoekel
3rer that heap of 'nitwits. Never ml
-oh-"
(Ho makes a frantic grab for the
pJ.ieneraJA of_ an attractive Young 
ce;' 10N%1-.1ch icm has picked up from
o:!er the ;Ile cf 5aIien uewlipap.re
and ir smilingly holdiug out to him.)
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CAIRO-NASILVILLE LIME.
"How extraordinary! How the deuce
could I have got ho3.,1 ef Caroline's pic-
ture and not know it? She must have
_Oveo it to me and I'd forgotten it
Must you Ape. going? I'm glad you
stopped iaraeci I've enjoyed beating
all about your plans aLd Celia's. Drop
in any time you want to unburiden your
soul, oltJ man-here's your hat. Good-
night. •
"Nti , what In th;..nrier was he grin.
Ong :,out? These hape that think
they' a joke en a allow make nid
tireehi Where 'I'd la put that picture
of „••eline? Oh, here it is! I never
etW'2yes lihe her "-Chicago Daily
•
Helpless.
' hear you lost your job."
. didn't."
But you're not working."
No. But I didn't les* my lob. The
took it away from me before my
e 7. •inaetextiaml
-stand_c_rsoman_
A second ether she spied the yellow
buggy she was not there
"See her disappear." said the Insur-
ance man; "she'll have to be quicker
than that to fool me."
Inquiries at her house elicited the
reply that the young woman was out.
Further remarks on the part of the
agent, however, caused him to be ad
mitted into the house
"Got the cash," he announoed, ap
veering a few minutes soap. "ait tie
Kitty."
A few more st-ctshee of road
brought them to the town. After find.
Ing out all about hotels and trains the
agent's guest left hi, w4111t many
protestations of gratitukle for the drive.
As he sat in the elliblidlk 0111111se as
milled in a pleasant amuse.
"Two bouts with an insurance man,"
lie thought, "and I'm not a debit"-
1. Y. Sea,
That-ably a Widow.
""'•••-e sou s aryl !sail wawa he pro
eV"
No; but he wea.•-illetaialla BMA.
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wink
"A queer thing happened •thel
train this morning," said the commut-
er tu his wife. "I am going to put the
situation to you and see what you
think of it.
'At Caldwell two' men began *Or
gue on tne general cussedness of hte
man aature. One was a pessimist, the
other an optimist. The optimist diu
most of the talking.
"Fhe average mane said he. 'is hon.
est. I will prove it to you ogee now.
There are at leaet 50 men in this cat
end not one of them I venture to eay
will claim anything that dues not be
long to him.'
"The cynic admitted that they were,
deed, a pretty decent lot.•idert l'd
ma you to go slow,' he said. How
you propose to test them?'
" -This way,' said the optimidt. '1 
• II
WORK OF GLACIEIL,
•
re In my pea-Wire scerfpto that 1
vs never worn. I only bougbt it
merday and am taking it te town
-day to give it to my wife's nephew
as a birthday present. Now, I am will-
Lag to give the impression that I found
It In this tar. If anybody hes carve
enough to claim it FA his he may have
St?
"The cynic agreed to those condi-
tions and the porter was called.
'.,ill you ascertain,' said tee op
(anise if anybody in thin car has lom
anything recently?'
nibs porter walked up and doe's the
aisle and bawled out at the top of his
voice: 'Lest property found—lost
property tound. Who does it betoss
to? 1 his gentleman has it.'
"Everytody looked through tttpir
makets tied several persons claimed to
en poorer than when they tett hcene
Three nazi lost money, one a watch
charm somebody else a bunch of keys
and another a signet ring. Presently
a man altUng near the middle of the
car jumped up and &aide
" Gecrge! I have lost • scarentfie
" 'What kind of a phi was 14. 'aired
the optimist.
e It was an op et set in a got, . hand
of Egyptian workmanship,' we.: the
reply.
-The optimist nearly droppel 'Is
this it" asked the optimist.
" 'It 13: said the man, and he took
the pin.
-The optimist was disheartened. Ebel
bad lost a valuable pin and hls fkithl
In the honesty cf mankind at the same
time, and the double blow was enough
to floor him. The cynic, although se-
cretly delighted, was puzzled.
'Of course,' said he, 'you can't
seeeei. You've agreed to let the fel-
low keep the pin, and you're boandln
honor to do, but I'd demand an **-
planation if I were you. The circum-
stances are really remarkable, and that
mucli is du* yeu.'
"The optimist thought so, too, ea be
t La and sat down beekle' the
an who had filched his pin.
" 'Sir,' said the optimist, 'there he no
need for me to tell you that you are
an infernal rascal. You know that as
well as I do. You are aware that that
pin does not belong to you. What I
would like to know is bow you were
able to describe it so accurately.'
-Then the optimist proceeded to re-
late his previous conversation with the
cynic. The young man listened with
keen appreciation. He did not get
mad.
e 'Sir,' be said, when it came his
time to talk, 'perhaps I am not such a
villain as you Wilk. I could describe
his pin because R belonged to me. I
lost it five years ago. I have been look-
ing for It ever since. I knew that I
should find it some time. In all these
years. whenever I heard of a man find-
ing anything, I have butted in with a
description of that pi)., hoping that be
might ileac it. I have been particular.
ly anxious to get it in the last two
years. I am married now and I want
to get the opal set in a ring for my
wife. I thank you for returning it to
Inn'
"The optimist listened, but he was
Dot convinced. 'I understand the sit-
uation,' be said, 'but I still think you
are a rascal. In my opinion you have
no right to that pin. I bought It yes-
terday in good faith, and I consider
that It belongs to me.'
"Finally they submitted the question
to the rest of the men in car. Opinion
was diveded. Some thought the young
man entitled to the pin, others that
Diogenes had the best claim to it."
"I am surprised," put In the com-
muter's wife, "that there should be any
disagreement. Of course it belonged to
Diogenes. The ethics of the case are
as plain as a pikestaff to anybody ex-
cept that young man."
""Thaiks," said the commuter. "That
was the point_ I wanted your opinion
Os."
There was a brief silence. Presently
the commuter's wife looked at her hus-
band's flushed face, at his wilted oollar
and the tie beneath.
"Why, where did you get that pin?"
she asked. "I nerer saw it before. An
opal set in a gold band—well, upon
my word! You don't mean to say—"
"Yes," said the commuter. "I do
wanted the opal for you, but since
you think I have no right to it—"
"Oh." said the commuter's wife,
"that's different."—N. Y. Press,
WT. TACOMA ICE FTELDIs MADE
TO FURNISH rilICIRT.
MI 4
Save Become the Source of Electrical
Power That Is Furnished to
Cities a Hundred Klieg
Away.
The Old Question.
"Don't you find it a little embarrass-
ing to be engaged to a widower?"
"Well, yes," admitted the young girl
frankly, "I do. Every once In awhile
I find myself starting to ask him if I
am really the first girl be ever loved." e' W" WalWa.
—Louisville Courier-Journal,
Aniong the,great mountain peaks on
the Pact oikst, that of Tacoma is
perhaps st known, owing not only to
its size, but to -the immense ice-cap
upon its summit, formed by the num-
ber of glaciers which exist there.
It is not only a great mountain, says
the Technical World, but a beautiful
mountain, since the i
glittering in the sunlight
ible for ,a_ distantearengemg mom ea Man" among the enmegegent a the
to 80 miles on a clear day, so that it world is tilled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank-
aess and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now nearly 76, works
tea hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him-
self with a eguick lunch" brought to
him at the desk in his study. Franz
Josef to-day remains the same early
riser he was in the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
lag, shaving and dressing—never
takes him longer than half an hour;
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
regiment* On his frequent shooting
expeditions, howeeer, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
his study he appears in a short mili-
tary cloak, with a peakless soldier's
cap.
Every act of this remarkable old
man's life is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of five
his breakfast—a cup of coffee, SOME
cold :oeat, and rolls—is brought him;
before six he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one tc
think this was a cozy sitting-room,
with itardainty pictures, framed photo
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table, in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter ol
newspaper cuttings on tables, chain
and floor reveal the room's true pun
pose.
Just above the emperor's writing
table hangs a portrait of his late eon.
sort. Empress Elizabeth, who was
stabbed to the heart with a file by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago. Alas! this is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over-
shadowed the unfortunate house of
Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
worts uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are rend to him; and m
carefully does he go through this work
that he frequently pounces upon eon
tradictions between clauses. whict
have entirely escaped those who have
drafted the bill.
."1
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IS A GRAND OLD RULER. ACCIDENTS AT
Fermented Liquor.
The four states which produced the ,
iardeat quantity of fermented liquor 12 1
1904 were New York, 10,691,818 bar.
eels; Pennsylvania, 6,123,936 barrels;
Illinois, 4,632.444 barrels, and Wjscon
aim 4,4.'.6.288 iverrels.
formation
kes it vie-
can be elstinctly seen in the cities of
Seattle and Tacoma.
While the peak is sometimes termgd
Mt Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
the Indians gave it, is a far more ap-
propriate name for this peak, sinte
"Tacoma" ia a sense .means nowise-
Went. The fields of. ice and snow ex-
tenanag for meet; upoa its slopes form
the source of several important rivers,
which not only nourish a wide area of
farming country, but have recently
formed a most Important source of
powes for the cities named, as well as
for smaller towns in this section of
Washington. In fact, from the glacial
streams of Tacoma is already generat-
ed a very large quantity of electric
power, which is being utilized DCA only
for power but for beating and lighting
as well. To give an idea of the diversi-
ty of uses for the current, it may be
stated that It aperates the electric
railway systems in the cities of Seattle
and Tacoma, aggregatingg 168 miles of
trolley line, in addition to cable rail-
ways situated in tho hilly portions of
these cities. Besides this service, how-
ever, current Is furnished for one of
the most notable interurban electric
railways in the United States, that ex-
tending between Seattle and Tacoma,
where power is secured from the third
rail in connection with the multiple-
unit system. This line is employed
not only for passenger service but for
transporting freight and express ma-
terial, and ranks among the must com-
pletely equipped electric systems lit
the world. The horse power required
for a number of the largest industries
In the city of Tacoma, including the
shore of the Northern Pacific railway
and the water works pumping plant, is
also obtained from this source; while
lilamination for streets and buildings,
in loth Seattle and Tacoma, depends
loam it to a considerabibe extent. The
demand for power is increasing so
rapidly that within a few years Mount
Tacoma will be supplying fully 60,000a•
home power to the cities mentioned.
While, as already stated, the glaciers
and snow fields of Mount Tacoma are
the source of several important rivers
traversing the western portion of
'Washington, the stream which gene-
ratsa the electric current at present is
the Puyallup, which originates in two
of the principal glaciers. Owing to the
distance of the stream from its source
to the generating station, a head of
water is secured which is enormous,
eoneiecring the voiume of water util-
ized. Consequently the installation ef
maehinery fur generating current, and
the mstem tor distributing it, present
unusually treating features. The
plan adopted was to divert the river
from its natural bed, carrying the wa-
ter hy means of a flume ten miles to a
teeersoir Imatrel on a high plateau,
anu thence dischargiqg by means of
steel pipes against wheels in the power
house, under a head of 872 feet, the
water wheels so driven teing direct-
connected to electric generators, and
the electric power so produced being
transmitted at a pressure of 58.000
volts, 43 miles to Seattle and 32 meat
to Ta:"OMII.
All water rights, and the necessary
land abutting on the river, from the
poin; of diversion to point of return,
were secured, as well as all land neces-
sary for flume and other structures,
and actual work  of devolo men w
commenced March 1. 1903.
Title of Prime Minister.
The title of prime minister was un-
known till the beginning of the eigh-
teesithcentury, and the gentlemen who
first filled the position ani were so
called objected to the title, which was
regarded as a sinister importation
from France, and as conveying the
meaning of grand vizier. something
despotic and unconstitutional. William
ill. had nobody in his council who
•ould be said to correspond to our
erinie iniuister. nor hal Queen Anne.
'Mau Swift was the grst writer to Use
the term, which he applied to Harley,
who, however, had no power to appoint
his own colleagues. The true forerun-
ner of the modern race of Balfour, and
What, Indeed?
Manager—Your play is too tame.
The last act ought to end with a snap.
P'sywright—Doesn't the hero marry
the heiress! Say, what do you call a
-nee, anyhow? — Cleveland Plato
. eider.
Kaiser Franz Josef, Emperor of Anew
trill, and King of /fun-
gal-7-
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished upon monarchs for their
sligheest acts, says Peanion's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the wrrring Metions within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and roterence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
?Teighborly Borrowing 7Ias Itt
Drawbacks aa Is Hereby
Shown.
The Blanks. who lived on the thief
-me-. had quarreled with the Maims
'who lived on the second. The un
fortunate affair had apparently cede.
with the return of numerous how:Miele
articles which the thrifo Mrs. Dash
had borrowed from the easy
'ming Mrs. Blank. The list, however
lid not include a French drip coffe•
pot and a silk umbrella. and Mr*. Blasi'
%owed she w AIM not lower hereelf te
ash even for her own property, relates
the New York World.
!clank, being a man's man, 1:ept out te
tilt, quarrel, but Dwelt being more or tem
henpecked, was drawn into it by hii
wire.
e he other nieht Blank came home k
tee; hie wife in tears.
Wh-what do you think, James'.
Ti at horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dem'
• r day."
'Oh, well, what do you care? lir
Isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he did
It." sobbed his wife. "You see thee
window opens on the air-shift and you
can hear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
aunhrella is this?' I could not catce
her answer, but he addel. 'Oh, well.
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.'
"I had to stop and speak to  the limiter 
Dash and I came face to face or
the front steps, ;Rd he cut me—with my
own daughter's umbrella over his head
Honest—his nerve—"
And her woes were expressed In a
frech outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's Fee.
l.n old comrade of Private Daatelle
in Washington county. 0. sent for him
to try a case in 1870 The case was tried
In a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such a sort that an e erse judgment
would have put the defe ant and his
wife and seem': little chi!, en on the
road hontelem and pennile 
.. Laizell
happened to in the case. hen thejustice of the peaee announ d the de-
cistern the crowd rose and ch ered. and
one bold fellow proposed t would
build a town on the spot an call it
Dalzell, and it has been don one of
the handsomest little villages Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, (bank you," said M
Mure, "I don't care to meet a
young men."
"My!" exclaimed Miss
"you're select all of a sudden."
"No," replied Miss DP More,
hig dreamily at her new 'ring;
merely been selected all of a au en."
etteLlenver Timed. _
•
Dwelling Permed of Ship Beached
EXPLOSIONS OFTEN DO THE on the Pacific Coast in
WORST DAMAGE. Gold .Times.
• . Vera' Interesting List of, Dimas-
WO Which Contains Some That
Al. of Unique Descrip-
tion.
An accident, which of its kind is
probably unique, occurred in April,
190e, during a fire at Portland, Me.
A railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containfng 6,000 gal.
Ions of crude petroleum, says the
troit Free Press.
Fearing that it would explode and
scatter Ire a wide area, the navel
authorities brought up a one-pounder
gun ahd bombarded the tank in order
to let the oil run out.
The &it shot nred missed the tank
and trailed an unfortunate spectator.
Subsequent ones, however, effected
their purpose, and ridding the tank,
allowed the blazing oil to escape.
For a fire engine to cause a fire
'teams the very height of irony. Yet
such a case actually occurred not
long ago near Worcester. The en-
On tits bay of San Francisco, about
six miles fronk_the city, is the little
town a Tibuteen. .Veae, on the beraeh,
,Is a -remarkable dwelling—half ship
and half cottage. The landward half
is an ordinary two-storied wooden cot-
tage, but the outward end is the hull.
of an CI ..,e1; the name board of
which, Tropic Bird, is nailed over the
faint door of the ecetteme-
"In le50, just after the great void
discoveries in California, the 'Fiona
Bird, built in a Prince Edward Island
shipyard, and commanded by Cape
Hommel,, set sail feom Gloucester,
Mass., with a iaixed crew of sailors
and landsmen all eager to eet as
quickly as possible to the lend of gold.
—44/44-beferer titv-htuis Cave Norn,-701/.
tiny broke out, but was enelled by the
firmness of the captain and the oppor-
tune coming on of a violent storm.
:which kept ell hands may for several
idays. The Tropic Simi end alt 'on
boa.rd reached the Golu ii Gate and the
young city of San Mancisco
The vessel, however, N‘ as, so battered
' that she was beached at the foot of
1111.•10.11•PtaaaalailalarlabOgrallb
PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Batildine
523 t.„ Broadway, Paducah, Kyr.'
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
anal Ectate Law,
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will Tactics in all coerte• oie Kea.
tuck
gine in question belonged to an in-
surance company and was in process
of being converted into a motor for
self
-propulsion.
The day before the work was fin-
ished Ihere was a call from Kempsey
village where a farm was on fire,
and the engine, in spite of its incom-
plete condition, started.
Pl• spark proteetos having been
fixed sparks escaped, and these set
fire ta a load of straw which was
passed on the road. Next two ricks
became involved, and, finally, the
water-tube of the motor brust and the
unlucky engine came to a complete
standstill barely 200 yards from the
scene of the original fire!
Another story of a strange chapter
of fire accidents comes from Cairene-
caw, in Armagh. A dog, running into
a farm sitting room, barked at a cat,
and puss, terrified, sprung on a table,
upsetting a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the poor
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a blaze, sprang through
the window and rushed into the stack-
yard.
Rick after rick was fired by this
laving torch until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned in his efforts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was Mice the
scene of a curious fatal fire accident.
• boiler fall of molten tar gave way
and, its contents catching fire from
the furnace, spread in a tide of flame
down the sloping floor of the sulphate
1100133.
One of the workmen, caught be-
tween the flames and the wall, seized
a ladder and, taising It to the win-
dow, sprang up it. Unhappily, the
window had iron bars and before
these could be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor man fell
back into the furnace below.
Every one will remember the great
Baltimore fire, the most terrible con-
flagration of 1904. After this was ex-
tinguished there was naturally great
anxiety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know how the
contents of (heir fireproof safes had
tared.
Most extraordinary were the finds.
In one jewelry had been melted, while
a box of matches was intact, and a
silk handkerchief was not even dis-
colored.
One of the most disastrous fires
of late years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at Griestieim, in
Gelman.'. The explosion took place in
the Griesheim Electron factory, and
almost simultaneously the whole
building was in flames.
Fire engines came galloping up, but
as theg apprteiched the men were
seen to fall from their seats. Spec-
tators running after them dropped as
If shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze in-
creased, involving fresh buildings and
even crossing the river into the vil-
lage of Bchwanheim. What had hap-
pened was this:
The sudden mixture of vats of dif-
ferent chemicals under intense heat
had filled the air with a gas of so
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within its deadly influence
were suffocated at once. Fifty-one
deed and three times that number' in-
jured was the result of that terrible
Telegraph Hie and converted into • a
boarding house seed geeesal store. The
captain and his brother made money
fast and after a few years sold cort
their business aad returned to fheir
native state.
Half a century /eter, in 1801, a man,
his wife and &Da came from Ii.an
Franc:Um to Tiburon to visit the snip
cottage. The wonsaa's hear( came
into her mouth *ken she read the
name plate, Tropic Bird. Entering,
they leerned that the old vessel had
been towed over to neuron, cut in half
and a cottage cubit where her itemn
had been. They farther asoertairted
that the Tropic Bird was built by Don-
ald Dewar, a shipbuilder of George-
town, Prince Edward Island, and sold
by him to Capt. Homans, who sailed
her round the Han. Donald Dewar's
granddaughter, Mrs. J. H. Scott, is now
the housewife of the Towle Bird, andher visitor was a daughter of Capt.
Homans. So strangely did two people,deeply Interested in the .ropic Bird,
the one a granddaughter of her bulki-
er ane the other a daughter of her
former owner and captain, meet ie thelittle town of Tlbuson.
SNAPSHOT MARRIAGES.
Ninety-Nine of Which Out of a Mine
dred Result Un-
haftemesee
All modern advancement and in-
ventions, marvelous as they are, have
not brat:gig any improverneut over
good, old-fashioned eourtahip, says the
Memphis News-Scimitar.
It is easier to became married thanit used to be, and caster to be di-
vorceed.
The bride nowadays does not bring
hostages to happiness in the form of
rag carpets and chests of comforts and
quilts, made with he: own band, andinto every stitch of which she has
fondly tucked the love, conedence
and faith that ripen only i.tbh long
courtship and thorough acquaintance
before engagement.
No; nowadays she brings only her.
self, and possibly papa's check, to w
bridegroom whase real life and char-
acter are as unknown to her as are the
deeps of a lake over which she hasjoyously drifted In the moonlight
We generally make a short shrift of
courttei I a engagement and marriage in
these modern days, and the runaway
marriage is becoming more and more
common. The main industry of St.
Joseph, Mich., is the marrying of run-
away couples from Chicago.
"Ninety-nine runaway marriages out
of a hundred result in unhappiness."
It is the solemn declaration of
Judge Thompson, of Chicago, who was
talking from the bench.
The judge was hearing the divorce
case of a young woman married four
years ago.
"Did you now him well before you
married him?" asked the judge.
"I thought I did." said the plaintiff,
"but I guess I didn't. After we had
been married a short time he beat nia
every day. Once he threw me down
two flights of stairs and then fol-
lowed me down and kicked me."
"It was a runaway marriage?"
"Well, yes, it was," admitted the
woman.
The ji.vtge pondered a moment "I
will give- mu a decree" he said. "But
a Be
ne
die;
anc-
'I've
Japan's Obligations.
The western powers are not models
of scrupulous justice toward each oth-
er and toward wealier naeons, but
such an offense as Japan weuld com-
mit In supporting, or even r Tmitting,
If she could prevent, the driving of
the occidentals from China would cer
tainly be looked on as unpareonnble
For one thing, at the very start, says
the New York Times, It would snap
the alliance with Great Britain. The
British government would be breed
to regard such an offense not merely, 
right, you needn't come aboard; throwas a failure in friendliness but as an^ 
'em up one at a time," said the mate,Set of flagrantly hostile import. And
se he stood in readiness to receive theher grievance, though greater in de- to tpected vegetables. "Ahoy, there—gree, would be of precisely the same -• tok out!" shouted the lad, as hekind as that of Germany, France, tien'threw a single green pea toward theUnited States and Russia.
mate. "I've got a tack of 'em for the
ecaptain!"
Training the Boy.
"I saw you punishing your boy to-
day. What was it all about?"
"I caught him In a lie."
"Oh, well, you can't expect a boy
, to tell the truth all the time."
I "I know, but when he doesn't tell
ght
alb-
I hone te Will ha a worni.,g on 
other fool.sn girls. Ninety-nine out of
a hundred end this way."
The passing of the honest, old-
fashioned, long-drawn out courtship,
In which men and women become ac-
quainted before marrying, is to be la•
mented. In proportion as it recedes,
the divorce problem looms larger and
larger,
the truth I want him to
enoceh not to he caught
eUc Standard and .T
Took Him at His Word.
A greengrocer's boy hailed a vessel
In dock at Cardiff. The surly mate
responded and gruffly asked what rue
wanted. "I've got some vegetable,
for the ship," was the reply. "All
Dubious.
"Did you have a good time during
the social season last winter?"
"Well," answered Mr. Cumrox, "I
ate a lot of things I don't like, met
a lot of people I didn't Meow, and
boitglit lot of Wags I don't need.
So Imire I must have had a good
lime.' '—Washington Star.
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ftM " ANUFACTURING
PLFiT
OMPANY
'AMY Sash and 
LANT Owning their own Saw and
Ix' Door House in PADUCAH, KY. ....Planing Mill
s and Dry Kiln
Eaving just added a HARDWOOD FLOORI
NG Department we are NOW MANUFACTURING
 OAK, and BEECH
Flooring, end match( d, bored and kiln dr
ied, We are making especially low prices on house
 bills. 0
GET OUR. PRICES ON "TWI
N" OAK AND BEECH HAR.DWOOD FLOORIN
G
. BOTH PHONES 26
Go • 
• 
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU -
THE REASON WHY
—WE, ARE MENTIONING
 
.Phenol, Sulphur Candles,
Chloride of Lime, Rat
and Roach Paste
Fly Paper, sticky and
poison, Platt's Chlorides
is because at this season they are
 es-
sential to health.
HEALTH. 4
Foul csacrs, elccaying matter, 
all
kinds of vermin which cause sic
kness
and discomfort can be destroyed b
y
iusing these preparations.
Always on hand at
Bring us your prescriptions.
McPherson ,s
Drug:Store.
IFOURIITH AND BROADWAY.
WANTS.
FOR SALE—A good gentle f
amily
horse. Apply to B. B. Breeden,
 got
Trimble street.
LiatST—Two carat soltaire diani-
ond ring. Finder 'telephone 1597, o
ld
'phone, and receive reward. •
FOR RENT—Business house
formerly occupied by Weil's hard-
ware store on South Third street.
` Possession given August Ise Apply
• to D. A. Yeiser.
4-H1-1-+v-i-lelefaii-i-t-+++ereneetetsteser+
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •'•
111 It
—J. R. MkGuffy of Sikeston, Mo.,
Appeared at police headquarters yes-
terday and Informed the chief that
last Vs' edriesday someone knocked
. him in the head with an axe at Sikes
-
tsirs„..nd did not come to tits senses
until here yesterday. He does 
not
know bow he got here, and had 
a
deep gash in his head.
--Near Bay City, up the Ohio river,
dise bottom of a barge fell omit an
d
let to.00n railroad ties being towed
by the Wash Hionsheil, into the 
river.
—Leroy Pryor, a to-year-old col-
•ored boy of Tenth near Caldw
ell, is
suffering from bad benne caused b
y
limning oil from an exploding 
temp'
flailing over hiim and barring 
-his
clothing nearly off.
Bids Wanted. • •
Sealed bids will be received 
for
coreirtiction.oe a brek church 
• in
etSnithland, Ky.. until Anenst
low'teo6. Vere, by archtect 
:rhos+ on
application.. Btick and swot ot
i lot.
Foundationi ready.
CHAS. RUTTER,
WI. J. CLARK,ç.Wi.1.5f)N,
Buddhist Committee.
Riley & Cdo'c't opkAin toda
y. 2
_ 
to It p. m., 1,19 South Sixth
.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company a
re
'reminded that their water rent ex
-
pired June 30. Those who de
sire to
renew them should do so before it
 is
forgotten, as all premises not pa
id
for on or before July Toth, 
will he
shut off.
 
 
--The_4irompt__  payment .of 
water
rents will save vexation and—cos
the consumer, and unpleasant duties
and annoyance to the company.
Velvet
Chalk
A splendid face pow-
der that will not In-
jure the most delicate
skin. Only
Five Cents a BOX
R.W. W 1LKER &
INCORPORATED.
438 South Second'
Bing of Terrors onlbknuatic of 
Ole noble career led
PERSONAL NOTES. 
+ MYRA RIPPLING& (Continued from Page One-) 
C.ty in Mourning.
sstStst-s-ssts:sse---.. ••••.--t tel•-e411211l
ee•
Mrs. Addie lserisms of M
emphis,
Tenn., ,left yesterday for 
Clarksville,
Tenn., to visit her sister, 
Mrs.
Minnie Herndon, after spending
 sev-
eral days here with her brothers
, the
Messrs. Wilhelm.
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh of Chi
-
cago, is in the city on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Wallerst
ein
spent Sunday with friends in Ca
iro.
Mr. Eugene Kahn has retur
ned
from a Southern drumming trip.
Rev. Eshman, wife and child le
ft
yesterday for Pulaski, Tenn., wher
e
the two latter remain for an ex-
tended visit, while Dr. Eshm
an
comes back the last of this week.
Rev. Stuart and wife left yesterday
for a visit in Henderson, Ky., after
spending several months with their
son, Dr. David Stuart.
Mr. A. D. Turner, wife and daugh
-
ter, of Dennison, Tex., and Mrs. J.
M. Babb and son Melvin of Robert-
son county, Tenn., are the guests of
Mr. J. D. Hall and family, of West
Broadway.
Attorney John B. Wickliffe of
Wickliffe, Ky.. was in the city yes-
terday.
Attorney- J. S. Ross returned yes-
terday morning from visiting his wife
and child who are spending several
weeks at Kuttawa. ss
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie will re-
turn today froirn Nashville Tenn.,
where he has been several days visit-
ing.
Wr. William 'Gilbert returned yes-
terday from a drumming trip through
this section.
Messrs. E. T. Grizard and E. R.
Tandy of Clarsville, Tenn.,• are in
the city.
'Mr. W. C. Gipps, the oil drummer.
arrived in the city yesterday from
MIr. Jerry Porter of Clinton. Kv..
arrived here yesterday- from St.
Louis.
Mr. Joseph Rothe:Sid the tobacco
()rummies- of St. Louis, arrived here
last night.
Misses Bessie and Mabel Goeb
el
have gone to Golconda, Ill., for
 a
County 'Attorney George 
&tweed.
of Benton, arflived here yesterday 
on
biaineee.
Men Lelia Rider of Da
vison
Spnings, is visiting Miss Rosa
 Lou
Gleaves of Slot-inns near Tenth 
St.
M. W. C. P. Jordan of the Reg
is-
ter (iftice. went to Clinton. Ky.
, this
morning for a several day's vi
sit.
Misses Lucile and Beulah Per
ry-
man of Knoxville, Tenn., are v
isiting
Miss Mary Bondurant of N
orth
Six:. A. M. Derrington returned
 yes-
terday from visiting his mother, 
Mrs.
Sallie Derrington of Graves ec.i
nte.
Attorney Arthur Y. Martin has re
-
turned from Greenville, Ky.
Mr. and Mr.. Charles Adams 
o!
West 'Broadway have a new 
boy
baby.
Messrs. Montrose McArdle and
Ben Reed of St. Louis are vis
iting
Mr. and Mrs. Rabb Noble.
Misses Ruth and Mary Pullen go
to Mayfield today to visit t
heir
grandfather.
Miss Elizabeth Graham has re-
turned from visiting in Benton.
Mrs. Wm. Kreutzer has returned
from visiting in Cave-In-Rock. Ill.
Mesdames J. W. Cobbs and R. L.
Johnson are visiting in Hopkinsville.
from a week's stay at Dawson.
Mrs. Bert King has returned from
Cincinnati, Ohio. -
ELKS BUILDING.
A--
Those in Charge Expect to Be I
It By 'First Thursday of August.
Last evening the Elks Building
company held a meeting at the City
National bank and allowed a numbe
r
of bills, also passing on other propo-
sitions.
The company in charge of con-
structing the building expect to be.
in it by the first Thursday of next
month, and are rushing things look-
ing to this end. All remaining to
be done is the interior work, which
is beieg hurried forward, and shortly
the brders for the furniture will he
itinen and nutfit forwarded her., fri
m
•:-Dniggists Fifth sod irri fl fatto!r
ielf so it can be installed '
Both Phones tse. 
lintnedlitt4lf4;
sa.ra
_ 
 
The city 'hall building was draped
in black yesterday, mourning the lose
+ 
by the distinguished gentleman.
•
The steamer Clyde came out of the
Teunessee river last night and lays
'here until 5 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon before skipping away on her 
re-
turn.
The Dick Fowler skips. out for
Cairo this, morning at g o'clock an
d
I c01191:6 back tonight abo
ut
The Jos Fowler went to Evansvill
e
yesterday and comes baclo again t
o-
tracer° w. •
I Today's Evansville packet ::s 
the
John S. filoplains, which com
es in
from there and leaves immediately
 on
her return that way.
The Reuben Durilxir got away
 yes-
terday for Clarksville. She 
comes
hack tomorrow and leaves 
immedi-
aaely for Nashville.
The Georgia, Lee got to Memphi
s
yesterday and leaving Oates 
today
gets here Thursday en route to 
Cin-
cinnati.
The Peters Lee gets to Cinc
innat
today, and leaving there t
omorrow,
gets here next Saturday en 
retitle to
Mempfhis.
T• RY CRAZY MAN.
Wm. Henry Crockett Will Be 
Tried
In Court on Charge of Lunacy
.
This morning at si o'cldck at th
e
courthouse Wm. Henry Crock
ett,
vihite, will be tried on the charge 
of
lunacy, and if adjudged insance, be
sent to the Hopkirrsville asylum. 
Hz
is the hot tamale vender who lives 
in
the little house behind the Mu
lvin
home at Tenth and Broadway, 
and
last Wednesday evidenced symptom
s
of mental derangement. He' was im-
mediately locked up and the physi-
cians think he is crazy.
1 The other white man who hashe
en
in jail for several weeks on .areansts
of an unsound mind, will he/ ;tried
also this morning by the court
ONE CONTRACT
Supervisor Johnson Closed Contract
With G. C. Powers for Bryikrit
Ford Road.
Supervivor Bert Johnson of count
y
roads yesterday closed a c
ontract
veith G. C. Powers for the one 
and
one-half mile of gravel work to
 be
done on the Bryant Ford wor
k out
in the county. His bid was 
seven
cents per lineal foot. which w
as the
lorivest.
The sitiperintendent will close 
con-
tracts with the other bidden' 
rinist
away, for the balance of the
 week,
which includes improvemen
t to the
Raper 'Hill andt Said roads.
BAR ASSOCIATION.
Special Matting Called to 
Take
Recognisation of Judge's Death.
The Paducah Bar association 
has
been called into extra session at
 scso
o'clock tomorrow morning at 
the
county courthouse for the e
special
purpose of making professional 
ex-
pression upon the death of the 
late
Judge David L Sanders, who p
assed
away Sunday, and was one of 
the
foremost members of the associatio
n,
which is composed solely of the
members of the legal profession 
of
this city.
When needing first class table
service at parties or din'ngs, 'phone
2352, Dick Logan.
•
••••adigittokall*9900. • e.a.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING
COMPANY. BOTH PHONES
 rm.
where fin —1ated. Februaxy.. ‘-41;t1.,
18155, the deceased was married to
Miss Lydia Conner of Smithland,
but she died the following year. '1 wo
years thereafter he - was married ts.
his present wife, Miss Davie Enders,
wife of the late Henry Enders, dur-
ing life a leading West Kentuckian.
To know Judge Sanders was to
low him, as he was one of thoss
modest, unassuming rneq, whose
friendship for all was shown in num-
erous and many ways without osten-
tation. Re ever had a kind, pleasant
word for all, no matter what station
in life the party occupied, and it can
truthfully be said that Paducah
never possessed a larger-hearted.
vshole-soulled and more congenial,
polished gentleman than Judge San-
ders. He was revered by the old
and young, rich and poor aiike, and
the sunshine from his bright disposi-
tion cast .rays of happiness wherever
lie appeared, and caused all to look
upon him as a noble, cherished and
good friend.
Few Equals.
On the bench he had few equals in
this state, rendering justice with a
fair and impartial hand that favor-ei!
none and treated. all alike. His de-
cisions in many important cases ari
pointed to as a criterion and ab:ded
by in many tribunals. He was first
elected to .the police court judgeship
here in illso and served four years.
He then retired to private life where
he remained until ;890, when he was
again chosen and has been continued
in that position until death. The
first of this year he was named by
the people for, fair more scars, but
does notto ta.l:e. full advantags„ he
luring his year, upon the bench
4-4 judge had si ete in sach close
contact with ail marner of eases,
and so thorous-h c understood -rime
in its many phsses that he was
in a posit ion to handle it as no one
ever accompt•,1-.1 in this setion.
The Relatives.
Besides his wife, the deceased is
survived by his four daughters, Mrs.
Charles James of Evansville, Mrs.
('manes J. Kiger, Mrs. W. E. McCabe
and }ass Ella Sanders, of this city.
His sisters are Mesdame. James
, Rudy and Samuel Skinner of this
city, while his only brother is Dr.
William Sanders of Arcadia.
Member of Various Orders.
The deceased Wa I a ialucd mem-
ber of the Paducah Elks, the Ancient
Order of United Workmen, and
affiliated with the Smithlitad lodge
of Odd Fellows before it went out
of existence 40.1tt years
The Funeral.
Yesterday sate:none at 4 c'elsck
the funeral services were conducted
I 
at the First Presbyterian church, the
services being held by Rey. T. J.
Newell of the Broadway Methodist
church, on account of Rev. Cave's
illness. The interment occurred at
Oak Grove cemetery, and the con-
course participating in the last
obsequies was the largest paying the
last tribute of respect to any gentle-
man for years. The Elks attended
in a body, as did the police force,
uhile many city officials were pets-
(nt, representing all braiic.hes of the
siunicipal government.
Floral Designs.
The floral designs were ',ometl.:ng
remarkable, requiring several vehicles
lo carry them to the cemetery where
the gloss,' was litrsilly
their purity and whiteness being
o: its most familiar awl revered skis-
acter who for years occepi.ed his
his office on the ground floor.
The Pall Besrert.
a well [known young nun of the 'city,
was found in the vestibule of St
Nlary's Highland Episcopal church
this morning early by the sexton of
the church, nis, was snaking 
prepays.
tions to open the church for the day.
'Simpson had placed. the barrel of hi
s
A-caliber pistol in his mouth .and
fired seridtmg a bullet through his
traits, killing esinisetf instantly.
yens head bookkeepeT and
triaxas0Rex, of the 0. L Gregory Vin-
egar Ceenprany and hates a widow."
Expired of Old Age.
After a linvenng illness with the
infamities prodneed by advanced age
Mrts. Catherine W. Wahl passed away
yesterday afternoon at o'clock at
the family residence. 53.4 North
Fourth Anent. With her dissoliri
on
this city lases one of its, most highly
valued residente whose 'friendsh
ip
was chetialhed by a wide circle where-
in deep grief and sadness is, occasion-
ed by her, demise.
Mins Wahl was nearly 78 years of
age and for the past few years has
been in deelinas health. until some
weekto ago Ape was forced- to take to
her bed when 'she gradually gre
w
worse until called in her heave
nly
reward above. ,
The deceshitei was born Septer
niber
• iflis Haft/vets Geratuny, an
d
when a yoting As* moved to t
his
country with bee parent's Who settled
in New Alba ,.41vd. There she was
UST it ed to lber finebansi.
the Sate J. F. VVIshi, during life o
he
well known and prosperous furniture
and wall paper dealer.
The couple located in Hopkins-
yak, Ky.. where they lived for 
some
time. corning .here during 1857, 
and
ennui:rued to crake it their home until
dassolution.
Mrs. Wkifil was one of those kind,
eintherly creature-4 whose main ha
p-
piness lay itt making others joyful.
and her bright dieposition and frien
d-
ject much chennhed admi
tti'l ins thci.r hour of 6.rief.
even :to !her dying day. She wa
devoted , another and kind, no
friend to everybody, hence it Vs n
essl that the los" to mow.); ts iensisae • 
able, as it takes; away ',nit whose
pkwe can never be filled.
Mrs. Wahl - was preceded to her
grove by tier husband by fourteen%
years, hence she kaves only her sons
Acti re —Cha ries Lxake, Jbhn Rink- and danglhters who are Messrs. Frank
leff, D. A. Cross, Frank Harlan, Joe and "Vie Wahl, ale laundryman of
Miller, Henry Orme, Singleton, this city, pr
. James wahi, the jew _
Fmnik MI. Fisher. Honorary—Mayor tier 'NW- Orleans, Mrs. Henry
T). A. Yeiser, II. Pattersoe,
Charles Reed, Judge James Camphcli, 
Nagel, wife of the butcher, and Miss
Ella Wahl of this city,
The411" C. Lee
ch, K. Hc"dri k The deceased was a close cor
ntuemi-
Anthony List, D: cant of the German Evansrel
icaf
church and a &vine wonthiper.
Committed Suicide. Mir. /onset Wahl, 'the son, is expect
-
A telegraphic dispatch Sunday e4 
from New Orleans.
from Birmingham. Ala., tells of the 
and Until itie gets 'hare, the exact hour
suicide theme of Mr. David Simpson, fur
-the futteral will not be set. The
was ssaniaget and bookkeeper ceremonials," 
will occur sometime to-
for the branch honer maintained 'in 
morrow afternoon.
that city by the Oscar I. Gregory
vinegar works of Eleventh and-Eltri- 
-Eatirnabik Lady.
tucky avenue of Paducah. 
Sunday Twee is 9:15 o'clock
-The dead body of David Simpson, 
NIeLF used away at their
boo* fileient and Clark streets,
after a many month? angering ill-
ness", with consumption.
The deciriased was 55 years of age
and a good, noble woman highly es-
teemed throughout a large circle of
friends. She is 'survived by several
sons and daughters.
Last evening at 7:3o &clock the
funeral services were conducted at
the reeidence by Rev. Calvin Thomp-
son of the First Baptist churdh, wi
th
which congregation the deceased
The remains were then taken avec-
land to Birmingham. Marshall co
ty, where they will be intered
that being the former home' of
deceased
Young Lady Died.
Sunday morning at 10:30 o'
Mrs. G. W. Davis died of connu
m
tion at their home In Mechanicsbu
rg.
She sass 29 years of age and su
rvived
fry her bueband and five 
children.
who have the heartfelt sympa
thy of
all in thei hour of gief.
The remains were buried yesterday
at the Sanest cemetery en* in 
Chs
county upon the Mayfieki road
Well Known Her.
Many freenes In this city will 
ex-
ceedingly r:gret to learn that Su
nday
fawn. Mg Mrs. J. H. Ander
son died
at their borne In Memphis. She
 was
well known in this city where 
the
famsie formerly 'made their hom
e.
The deceased was the wife of 
Mr.
J. H. Anderson. tine well k
nown Illi-
nois Central railroad 
Inv/
besides tie's bellyband. is survived by
ore daughter. Mtes Jennie A
nd.rson.
and evoi sons. Menses. Min
utes and
Bennett Anderson. Miss 
Anderson
is especially well remembe
red here
as the popular visitor of 
several
weeks ago to Mrs. P. E. Stut
z of Jef-
ferson street.
_
Can't You Help Us?
We have six vacancies for book keepe
rs and stenographers today 
and
cannot fill them. What are we to d o?
 This is not an uncommon 
occur-
rence with us. The demand for our 
pupils always exceeds sup
ply. If
you are qualified we will place you 
in a position free of charge. It n
or
qualified we will qualify you. Come
 to Ms us. 1.
Paducah Central: Its record has
nesse-been_enualled. 
AIM
TRA
Coal for wagons
Foot of we
Oiii0
Street.
BUY
EWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
t Elevator Both Telephon
es 254.
t Kentucky Coal Co..
neessaaara.k*ses MU'
J
1
